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From: luminous@suddenlink.net
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Robert Morris - Terra Gen
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 3:48:53 PM


Please vote no on Terra Gen.  It is a case of Humboldt County being treated like a third
world country...take the profits and run.  They have no interest in enhancing our
pristine area.  They will trash real estate values, the land that gives us our
position as being one of the most spectacular spots in the country.
All you have to do is watch Youtube and you can see for yourself that the wind
turbines explode and cause wildfires...in the face of our continuing climate issues
Terra Gen and the people that vote for them  could easily be inviting fires here.
I have personally seen eagles flying right where the wind turbines are supposed
to be placed.  there are issues of light and sound associated with the project.
Real estate values will be impacted. 
Please please don't allow this project. 


Gail Walton - Rio Dell.   



mailto:luminous@suddenlink.net
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Dear Planners, and Supervisors: 
 
TerraGen’s mitigation for killing murrelets is their “clean crumb campaign.” 
However, the one local reference for the effectiveness of said mitigation was never 
cited. 
 
"The Elk River Trail Corvid Survey," (attached) which has been conducted for 17 
years along the Elk River Trail within the Headwaters Forest Reserve, has shown 
very inconsistent results with respect to ravens.  
 
This supports the experience from the Kure/Stuyvesant mitigation, which reported: 
"Corvid Management for Marbled Murrelets provides no quantifiable data on the 
success or outcomes of their scavenger-proof trashcans, or public education 
efforts.” (see my submission to the EIR) 
 
Skookumchuck, the only other wind project in murrelet habitat, in Lewis Wa. 
includes habitat acquisition, rotor curtailment during murrelet breeding season, and 
removal of fishing gear.  
 
TerraGen does none of these, relying solely on their clean crumb mitigation that is 
derived from un-empirical modeling, to protect an iconic species. 
 
The Elk River Trail Corvid Survey results conflict and call into question the 
preposterous claims from TerraGen, ascribed to their hired murrelet biologist, Dr 
Golightly, that “this project is the best thing to happen to murrelets.”  In fact, it is 
the worst, and should trigger denial of the CUP, or recirculation of the EIR. 
 
In addition, the following recent report supports the hydrometeorological and 
fragmenting effects so glibly dismissed in the EIR: “Wind energy production 
affects species and ecological systems in three ways. Collisions with wind 
turbines kill volant organisms, such as birds and bats, sometimes causing 
population-level consequences (1, 2). Wind facilities and associated infrastructure 
transform the landscape, contributing to habitat loss, degradation, and 
fragmentation (3, 4) and altering species behavior (5, 6). Finally, wind turbines 
alter microscale and possibly macroscale weather” (7–9). 6 DECEMBER 2019 • VOL 366 
ISSUE 6470 sciencemag.org SCIENCE  
 
 
Respectfully, 
Ken Miller 12/6/2019 



http://sciencemag.org/
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From: Jesse Noell
To: Planning Clerk; Bohn, Rex; Fennell, Estelle; Wilson, Mike; Bass, Virginia; Madrone, Steve
Subject: FEIR response to comments l121-1, l123-1, and 08-24
Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2019 4:46:46 PM
Attachments: syte-pilot-study-2016-2.pdf


Dear Planning Clerk and Supervisors,


Does the FEIR or official responses to comments discuss/specify whether the easements held


by the plan proponent include easements for infrasound, low frequency sound, vibrations,


turbulence, and noise? 


Do these easements include the 12 km turbulent wake distances in the peer reviewed


literature and the 15km+ infrasound distances described Finnish Association for


Environmental Health?


If so, is there a map of the areas that have been or will need to be appropriated? 


Are any or are all easements across these areas to be appropriated in the manner decreed in the


County General Plan Ordinance (Energy section)? If so, is the County establishing a


contingency bond for this purpose? 


To what extent did wind proponents assist or influence the drafting of the Energy Ordinance


that appears to single out a class of persons to bear impermissible burdens?


Did the State Health Officer certify that infrasound, low frequency sound, vibrations,


turbulence, and noise effects cause no known adverse conditions to manifest in humans?
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The pilot study does not show any significant reduction in 



damage caused by infrasound until over 15 kilometers from 



wind farms 
 



The pilot study carried out in Satakunta and Northern Ostrobothnia in Finland shows that 



the damage caused by infrasound from wind power plants will only decrease significantly 



more than 15 kilometers away from wind turbines. The study was carried out by the Finnish 



Association for Environmental Health (SYTe) in the spring 2016. 



– It has been noticed from experience that after the construction of wind power plants, usually 



within a few months, people in the surrounding area have begun to get a wide range of symptoms, 



says Markku Mehtätalo, Chairman of the Finnish Association for Environmental Health. 



– It is possible to study the matter quite easily and the Finnish authority responsible for the public 



health, the Department of Health and Welfare (THL), has tried to do this, for example, Mehtätalo 



continues. However, in THL’s study in 2016, it was assumed that the symptoms would decrease 



significantly in the first 10 kilometers, with more symptoms near the wind turbines. The study did 



not take into account the impact of wind farms elsewhere in the environment. 



– But it is known from experience that the symptoms of people do not usually decrease at this 



distance, says Mehtätalo. Measurements have also shown that the infrasound pulses from the wind 



turbines that are currently being built will not be significantly reduced at this distance. Other risk 



factors very close to the wind power plants are audible sound and electromagnetic fields. 



 



The research material was collected from Satakunta and Northern Ostrobothnia 



The sample of the pilot study meets the requirements of a statistical analysis. The data was collected 



from Satakunta and Northern Ostrobothnia, mainly from areas where wind turbines were built 0.5–



1.5 years before the interview (see Figure 1 from Northern Ostrobothnia). The subject of the study 



was about 50 families, with symptoms of each family member found out. A total of about 200 



people were involved in the study. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Figure 1. In the yellow-bounded area, the infrasound from wind turbines is almost continuous. The 



area is located in the south of Oulu Province in Finland. 
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– In addition, the pilot study took into account the location of all wind power plants in Finland and 



did not exclude beforehand the possibility that the effect of the wind farms could be greater and 



reach longer than the impact of a single, clearly separated area, says Mehtätalo. 



 



Nocturnal disturbance is a typical symptom caused by infrasound 



The basic research question was whether the family had noticed changes in health status in the last 



six months or a year within. The wording of the question regarding the time was dependent on when 



the impact of the nearest wind turbines could have started. The interviewees were not told in 



advance about the possible connection with wind turbines. 



– The majority of respondents were unable to name a change in their overall health status. However, 



they gave many responses to separate symptomatic questions, says Mehtätalo. 



– The most typical was sleep disturbance or change in the need for night’s sleep, fatigue and various 



pains. Only very few, some respondents, considered wind power plants as a possible cause. 



 



Harmful or severe symptoms three times more common near wind turbines 



The responses were categorized according to the severity of the symptoms and subjected to a 



statistical analysis. There were about three times more harmful or more serious symptoms near 



wind turbines (less or about 15 km from wind power plants) than further away (see Figure 2). 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Figure 2. Symptoms of almost continuous or often persistent infrasound exposure (less or about 15 



km from wind turbines) and further (over 15 km) from wind power plants. 



– Based on the analysis, it seems strongly that, after the construction of wind power plants, the 



majority of people in the surroundings of wind turbines are having concomitant symptoms. Most of 



the symptoms are typical stress symptoms, says Mehtätalo. 



Although some people have suspected that the symptoms are caused by wind turbines, especially if 



the wind power plants are visible or if they have heard beforehand about their potential harmful 
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health effects, people have symptoms regardless of attitude. – The pilot study shows that the 



symptoms are not caused by attitudes, says Mehtätalo. 



The occurrence of symptoms decreased significantly only over 15–20 km from the wind power 



plants (see Figure 2). If there are wind turbines in different directions and a person stays a lot in the 



area, the risk of symptoms increases. 



 



The harmful area caused by infrasound is assumed to be too small 



– Later in 2017, based on infrasound measurements made in different parts of Finland, it has been 



found out that 15–20 km is a typical distance where the infrasound pulses of wind turbines can be 



detected by measurements to travel in almost all circumstances, says Mehtätalo [1–4]. According to 



an American study, infrasound travels under favorable conditions to a distance of 90 km from wind 



farms [5]. 



If the sample of the pilot study is representative, about 400,000 of the Finns suffer from symptoms 



due to wind turbines and only about 10,000 of them combine the symptoms with wind power 



plants. Because of the small amount of research data, strong conclusions must be taken with 



caution. 



– However, the study clearly shows that in all previous studies, the harmful area has already 



beforehand been presumed to be too small, says Markku Mehtätalo. – Among other things, the 



extensive, in-depth material of another American study, used in several publications, has been 



gathered within a radius of 11.7 km from wind turbines. For this reason, the harmful health effects 



cannot be found in the studies, because the symptoms do not vary at this distance, he concludes. -



syte 



 



Completed translation of the original text: SYTe (2019). “Pilottitutkimus osoittaa infraäänihaitan vähenevän 



merkittävästi vasta yli 15 kilometrin päässä tuulivoimaloista.” 2016. Available: 



https://syte.fi/2019/01/10/pilottitutkimus-osoittaa-infraaaanihaitan-vahenevan-merkittavasti-vasta-yli-15-kilometrin-



paassa-tuulivoimaloista/  
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Figure 1. In the yellow-bounded area, the infrasound from wind turbines is almost continuous. The 


area is located in the south of Oulu Province in Finland. 
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– In addition, the pilot study took into account the location of all wind power plants in Finland and 


did not exclude beforehand the possibility that the effect of the wind farms could be greater and 


reach longer than the impact of a single, clearly separated area, says Mehtätalo. 
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Figure 2. Symptoms of almost continuous or often persistent infrasound exposure (less or about 15 


km from wind turbines) and further (over 15 km) from wind power plants. 
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Corvid presence along the Elk River Trail in the BLM,  


Headwaters Forest Reserve – year 2019 


 
Survey Objectives: The year 2019 represented the 17th year that the Elk River Trail within the 
Headwaters Forest Reserve was surveyed for corvid presence. From 2001 through 2015 surveys 
were completed annually and after 2015, biannually. The family of birds identified as corvids are 
surveyed within the Reserve because they are known to prey upon marbled murrelet eggs and 
chicks. The most common corvids present along the trail are Stellar’s jays (Cyanocita stelleri) 
(jays) and common ravens (Corvus corax)(ravens). Occasionally an American crow (Corvus 
brachyrhynchos) or a Canada (gray) jay (Perisoreus canadensis) is present during a survey but 
their presence has been so seldom that these two species are not analyzed in the results. Marbled 
murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus) are listed as threatened under the Endangered Species 
Act and utilize the nesting habitat found in the Reserve. These surveys are designed to document 
any trends in corvid abundance through the years. Human presence and their garbage along the 
trail or management activities within the Reserve may increase corvid abundance which could be 
detrimental to the recovery success of the marbled murrelet. 
 
Survey Methods: There are ten survey stations along the first 3 miles of the trail (Figure 1) and 
each station is surveyed six times per year from mid-May through mid-August. Each station is 
surveyed for 10 minutes with any vocalization or visual observation counted equally as one 
detection. Care is taken not to double count birds.  
 
Figure 1. 


 
 
 







 
Survey Results: Jays are the most abundant corvid species present along the trail and ravens 
occasionally present. Figures 2 and 3 indicate the mean number of jays and ravens surveyed 
through the 17 years. Generally jays had maintained 1.5 to 2 birds per station per year from 2001 
through 2010 but then a reasonably steep decline over the entire survey route occurs from 2011 
through 2019.  
Raven abundance was reasonably consistent from 2002 through 2007. Year 2008 revealed a 
sharp decrease in ravens with a consistent recovery in presence occurring from 2009 through 
2015 then the start of a decline. There may be many factors that influence the decreases or 
increases in the presence of these two species along the Elk River Trail.  
 
Figure 2. 


 


 


Figure 3. 


 
 
 
Results for each survey station indicate that station 1, which is located at the parking lot and 
trailhead, has the greatest presence of jays and ravens (Figures 4 and 5). This greater abundance 
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could be attributed to the human and vehicle activity at the parking area but there are also 
residences very close to the parking area that may also influence this abundance.  
 
               Figure 4. 


 


                
               Figure 5. 
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From: Ford, John
To: Elizabeth Burks; Duke, Natalie; Werner, Steve; Lippre, Suzanne
Subject: FW: Support Humboldt Wind LLC Conditional Use Permit
Date: Friday, December 6, 2019 7:32:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png


 
 


John H. Ford
Director
Planning and Building Department
707.268.3738


 
 


From: Fennell, Estelle <EFennell@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 11:26 PM
To: Hayes, Kathy <KHayes@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Sharp, Ryan <RSharp@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Ford, John <JFord@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Support Humboldt Wind LLC Conditional Use Permit
 
Hi Kathy,
 
Pursuant to Jennifer’s request, can you please share this with the Board and add it to the packet for
the December 16th Hearing.
Thank you very much,
 
Estelle 


Estelle Fennell 
2nd District Supervisor 
Humboldt County 
(707) 476-2392


Begin forwarded message:


From: Jennifer McKenzie <Jennifer.McKenzie.259726199@p2a.co>
Date: December 5, 2019 at 3:22:46 PM PST
To: "Fennell, Estelle" <EFennell@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Support Humboldt Wind LLC Conditional Use Permit
Reply-To: jenmckafg@hotmail.com


Dear Member of the Board,


I’m a member of the Office and Professional Employees International Union and I’m
writing to urge you to support the Humboldt Wind LLC Conditional Use Permit. It is
important to build this project not only to create economic growth and high paying jobs



mailto:JFord@co.humboldt.ca.us
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in the area, but to do our part to contribute to the next generation green energy that
our state needs.
Terra-Gen, the proposed developers of this project have signed a Project Labor
Agreement with the Humboldt Building Trades Council and have agreed to build this
project with 100% union labor. That means that the workforce will be dispatched from
local union halls to this project and those workers will be paid wages true to their high
skill and training. These wages will then stay local and be spent in the community. A
union workforce will help guarantee that this project will be built on time, on budget,
and most importantly for our community: safely.
In addition to the economic benefits of building this project with a union workforce,
there is also the benefits both locally and globally of bringing more green power on
line. In order to meet the recent goal of California for producing 100% zero-carbon
electricity by 2045 we need to begin building those green power projects now. This
155-megawatt project would be able to power 85% of households in Humboldt County
with safe, clean energy. Everyone has to do their part in this effort, and this project
helps us all meet that goal.
Please add this letter to the record for the Board’s proceedings on December 16th, and
count me as a strong supporter of union labor and green power. Please vote to
authorize Humboldt Wind LLC’s Conditional Use Permit.


Regards, 
Jennifer McKenzie 








From: Jesse Noell
To: opinion@madriverunion.com; Bohn, Rex; Fennell, Estelle; Bass, Virginia; Wilson, Mike; Madrone, Steve; Planning Clerk
Subject: Practice Direct Democracy /delay on Humboldt Wind until an informed vote of the people
Date: Friday, December 6, 2019 2:16:48 PM
Attachments: CUP info.docx


An overwhelming majority of people in Humboldt opposed the Humboldt Wind/TerraGen project at each meeting this year. 


It is time that Supervisors delay their decision on Humboldt Wind and let the Humboldt County voters make the decision by
direct democracy. Such a delay is contemplated by the CUP. (see below)


Last month in Wisconsin, residents invoked their right to direct democracy (see
https://www.leadertelegram.com/news/front-page/clear-creek-passes-moratorium-on-wind-farm-
development/article_1aad6fd8-8d24-5f0d-8389-74635a758792.html) :


'More than 100 people showed up for last week’s meeting at Clear Creek Town Hall, with many calling for a moratorium to
give residents more time to study the pros and cons of wind energy. After much discussion, town residents then voted 60-15
to direct the board to draft and approve a one-year moratorium.


“We were directed by the people to pass the moratorium, so we did,” said Lotty Macik, town chairman. “It’s one of the last
forms of direct democracy we have.”'


Likewise, it is time for Humboldt County Supervisors to stand down in order to assure citizen's rights to practice direct
democracy.


Jesse Noell


Authority to Delay:


Permit Streamlining Act:


The Permit Streamlining Act (Section 65920, et seq.) establishes time limits within which the review and approval or denial of a
conditional use permit proposal must occur. For instance, if an BIR was certified for a conditional use permit, the application must
be acted upon within one hundred eighty days from the date of certification (Section 65950(a)(l)). A proposal for which a negative
declaration was adopted or a CEQA exemption used must be acted upon within sixty days of that action (Section 65950(a)(2)(3)).
A conditional use permit cannot be disapproved solely to comply with these deadlines.


The Permit Streamlining Act provides that failure to meet its deadlines will result in automatic approval of the conditional use
permit (Section 65956(b)).


 


The Permit Streamlining Act does not apply to administrative appeals within a state or local agency (Section 65922).
Therefore, if a permit is appealed to a higher body there is no strict time frame within which the appeal must be heard. 
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California case law has established a number of fundamental principles relating to conditional use per mits. In addition to the basic uses permitted within a zoning district, a city or county zoning ordinance can provide other specified uses which may be permitted after consideration and resolution by an administrative agency that the proposed use is in the best interest of public convenience and necessity and will not be contrary to the public health, morals, or welfare (Upton v. Gray (1969) 269 Cal.App.2d 352). 


As a quasi judicial act, the approval of a conditional use permit requires the board or administrator to adopt written findings to support their action. Whether the proposal has been approved or denied, the decision can be appealed to a higher body, usually the board of appeals, the planning commission, or city council, in accordance with the city or county zoning ordinance. The appeals body may reverse or affirm, wholly or partly, or may modify the decision, and may make such decision as should be made, and its action is final (Section 65903). 





Section 65903 delegates to local legislative bodies the authority to establish procedures for an appeal but not the power to restrict the right of appeal. Thus, a county zoning ordinance cannot attempt to restrict the right of appeal to solely the applicant and exclude the general public, especially adjacent property owners (Concerned Citizens ofMurphys v. Jackson (1977) 72 Cal.App.3d 1021). 





Permit Streamlining Act: 


The Permit Streamlining Act (Section 65920, et seq.) establishes time limits within which the review and approval or denial of a conditional use permit proposal must occur. For instance, if an BIR was certified for a conditional use permit, the application must be acted upon within one hundred eighty days from the date of certification (Section 65950(a)(l)). A proposal for which a negative declaration was adopted or a CEQA exemption used must be acted upon within sixty days of that action (Section 65950(a)(2)(3)). A conditional use permit cannot be disapproved solely to comply with these deadlines. 


The Permit Streamlining Act provides that failure to meet its deadlines will result in automatic approval of the conditional use permit (Section 65956(b)). 





The Permit Streamlining Act does not apply to administrative appeals within a state or local agency (Section 65922). Therefore, if a permit is appealed to a higher body there is no strict time frame within which the appeal must be heard. 





hich limit the applicant's authority to use the property. Under certain conditions, however, local governments may incorporate provisions from federal laws and broaden the range of uses permitted (Sports Arena Properties, Inc. v. City ofSan Diego (1985) 40 C.3d 808). 





General Welfare Standard: 


"The establishment, maintenance or conducting of the use for which a use permit is sought will not, under the particular case, be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or improvements in the neigh borhood" (Hawkins v. County of Marin (1976) 54 Cal.App.3d 586). 





Nuisance Standard: 


"Any use found to be objectionable or incompatible with the character of the city and its environs due to noise, dust, odors or other undesirable characteris tics may be prohibited" (Snow v. City ofGarden Grove (1961) Cal.App.2d 496). 





Written "findings of fact" are required in order to support the decision of the hearing body to approve or deny a conditional use permit (Topanga Association 


for a Scenic Community v. County of Los Angeles 


(1974) 11 C.3d 506). Findings are the legal footprints left by local decision-makers to show how the decision-making process progressed from the initial facts to the decision. 


Findings are important. They "bridge the analytical gap between the raw evidence and ultimate decision" (Topanga, supra). If the decision is challenged, a court will examine the evidence supporting the findings to determine whether the hearing body abused its discretion when acting on a conditional use permit. Such an abuse ofdiscretion is to be found when: (1) the. agency did not proceed in a manner prescribed by law; (2) the agency's decision is not supported by findings; and (3) the agency's findings are not supported by evidence in the administrative record. 





Just as there are limitations in approving a conditional use permit, there are also limitations in establish ing conditions of approval. Four general rules of thumb in applying conditions of approval include: (1) the 


jurisdiction must be acting within its police powers; (2) the condition must substantially further a legitimate public purpose; (3) the condition must further the same public purpose for which it was imposed; and (4) the property owner may not be required to carry a disproportionate load in furthering the public purpose (Cali 


fornia Land-Use and Planning Law, 9th edition). 





For a detailed discussion of findings requirements, see OPR' s publication entitled Bridging the Gap. 
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agency's findings are not supported by evidence in the 
administrative record.  
 
Just as there are limitations in approving a conditional use 
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From: Ford, John
To: Lippre, Suzanne
Subject: FW: Humboldt Wind Energy Project
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John H. Ford
Director
Planning and Building Department
707.268.3738


 
 


From: Wilson, Mike <Mike.Wilson@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2019 3:51 PM
To: Patrick Carr <nedlud432@gmail.com>
Cc: Ford, John <JFord@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Humboldt Wind Energy Project
 
Thank you for these thoughtful comments. I will make sure they are submitted to the official record.
 
Get Outlook for iOS


From: Patrick Carr <nedlud432@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, December 6, 2019 3:04:41 PM
To: Wilson, Mike <Mike.Wilson@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Humboldt Wind Energy Project
 
Supervisor Wilson,


I live in Arcata and I’m very concerned about climate change.


I’m a strong supporter of renewable energy and I’d like to be able to support the Humboldt Wind
Energy project, but I can’t. Climate change presents us with disaster unless we’re able to develop
carbon-free energy sources. Solar alone isn’t enough in Humboldt. But the project’s impacts on birds
and bats are too great.


I lack technical biological expertise but I reviewed the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s
response to the DEIR. As you may know, CDFW has deemed the project site as one that is
inappropriate for wind energy development due to unacceptable impacts on birds and bats, and
without adequate avoidance or mitigation proposed to reduce impacts. 
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I hope that you will strongly consider the CDFW opinion. The project may have huge impacts on
birds: at the DEIR’s upper estimates, more than 30,000 could be killed by it. A local extinction of
raptors is possible. The proposed $600 donation per injured or dead raptor won’t do dead birds any
good.


The project site is close to one of the largest state parks in California, Humboldt Redwoods. A large
population of hoary bats travels through Humboldt Redwoods and the wind project site, and several
other bat species are common. 


Hoary bats are known to be in rapid decline from wind projects already in operation. The acoustic
deterrence/potential curtailment plan described in the FEIR requires that project mortality exceed a
nationwide estimated midpoint of mortality per megawatt — even though the project site is not
typical compared to other wind projects: it’s a population hot spot for hoary bats. But Terra-Gen also
won’t commit to using carcass-sniffing dogs, a strategy CDFW recommends to increase the accuracy
of mortality counts. And the FEIR doesn’t describe timelines for moving from the first step (acoustic
deterrence) to a possible operational curtailment measure.


These are just a couple examples of the many weaknesses of the proposal as described in the FEIR in
mitigating or avoiding impacts to birds and bats.


We need renewable energy — but the risk is too great that this project, as laid out, will cost us vital
elements of our biological heritage.  


Patrick Carr
704 Virginia Way, 
Arcata CA 95521








To:	  Humboldt	  County	  Board	  of	  Supervisors	  
From:	  Jesse	  Noell	  
DENY	  Appeal	  of	  Humboldt	  Wind	  Project	  
	  
	  
Dear	  Supervisors,	  
	  
I	  stand	  with	  the	  Wiyot	  Tribe	  and	  those	  who	  oppose	  granting	  Terra-‐Gen	  a	  permit.	  	  
Please	  Deny	  Humboldt	  Wind’s	  Appeal	  of	  the	  Planning	  Commission’s	  Denial	  of	  a	  
permit	  for	  the	  Humboldt	  Wind	  Project.	  	  
	  
The	  Permit	  Streamlining	  Act	  does	  not	  apply	  to	  
administrative	  appeals	  within	  a	  state	  or	  local	  
agency	  (Section	  65922).	  Therefore,	  if	  a	  permit	  is	  
appealed	  to	  a	  higher	  body	  there	  is	  no	  strict	  time	  
frame	  within	  which	  the	  appeal	  must	  be	  heard.	  	  
	  
The	  Statement	  of	  Overriding	  Concerns	  from	  the	  Condition	  Use	  Permit	  states:	  “The	  
project	  will	  be	  privately	  owned	  and	  operated,	  and	  although	  it	  will	  feed	  into	  the	  
PG&E	  grid,	  it	  will	  be	  controlled	  by	  a	  separate	  energy	  provider.”	  	  
	  
It	  appears	  to	  the	  public	  that	  the	  control	  will	  be	  exercised	  by	  the	  Humboldt	  County	  
Joint	  Powers	  Authority	  or	  RCEA,	  	  
	  
Further,	  it	  states:	  “Each	  benefit	  set	  forth	  below	  constitutes	  a	  separate,	  independent,	  
and	  severable	  overriding	  consideration	  warranting	  approval	  of	  the	  project,	  despite	  
the	  unavoidable	  impact.”	  	  
	  
This	  too,	  demonstrates	  Humboldt	  County	  that	  exercises	  of	  control	  over	  the	  
unavoidable	  impact.	  
	  
And,	  “Pursuant	  to	  law,	  wind	  energy	  is	  ordered	  dispatched	  first	  and	  curtailed	  last,	  
thus	  it	  is	  able	  to	  bid	  into	  the	  grid	  at	  a	  lower	  price	  and	  will	  directly	  displace	  fossil	  fuel	  
generation.”	  	  
	  
The	  above	  indicates	  that	  some	  government	  entity	  exercises	  control	  over	  when	  and	  
for	  how	  long	  resident’s	  homes	  and	  property	  will	  be	  appropriated	  for	  invasion	  
by	  infrasound	  noise	  intrusion.	  
	  
The	  Joint	  Powers	  Authority	  stands	  to	  extract	  large	  amount	  of	  revenue	  directly	  from	  
exercise	  of	  its	  control	  of	  over	  when	  and	  for	  how	  long	  resident’s	  homes	  and	  
property	  will	  be	  appropriated	  for	  invasion	  by	  infrasound	  noise	  intrusion.	  
	  







This	  exercise	  of	  control	  will	  violate:	  
	  
•General	  Welfare	  Standard:	  	  
"The	  establishment,	  maintenance	  or	  conducting	  of	  the	  use	  for	  which	  a	  use	  permit	  is	  sought	  will	  not,	  
under	  the	  particular	  case,	  be	  detrimental	  to	  the	  public	  welfare	  or	  injurious	  to	  property	  or	  
improvements	  in	  the	  neighborhood"	  (Hawkins	  v.	  County	  of	  Marin	  (1976)	  54	  Cal.App.3d	  586).	  	  
	  
•Nuisance	  Standard:	  	  
"Any	  use	  found	  to	  be	  objectionable	  or	  incompatible	  with	  the	  character	  of	  the	  city	  and	  its	  environs	  due	  
to	  noise,	  dust,	  odors	  or	  other	  undesirable	  characterisitics	  may	  be	  prohibited"	  (Snow	  v.	  City	  ofGarden	  
Grove	  (1961)	  Cal.App.2d	  496).	  	  
	  
•GPU:	  “The	  proposed	  use	  is	  not	  detrimental	  to	  the	  public	  health,	  convenience,	  safety,	  and	  welfare;”	  
and	  “That	  the	  use	  of	  the	  property	  for	  such	  purposes	  will	  not	  result	  in	  material	  damage	  or	  prejudice	  to	  
other	  property	  in	  the	  vicinity.”	  
	  
With	  these	  necessarily	  truncated	  comments,	  I	  incorporate	  all	  of	  my	  prior	  submissions	  to	  the	  DEIR	  
and	  Planning	  Commission	  and	  emails	  to	  the	  Board	  of	  Supervisors	  members	  and	  as	  part	  of	  a	  general	  
assurance	  that	  the	  entire	  AR	  preceding	  these	  proceedings	  be	  similarly	  incorporated.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
Jesse	  Noell,	  December	  9,	  2019	  








From: Jesse Noell
To: Bohn, Rex; Planning Clerk; Fennell, Estelle; Bass, Virginia; Wilson, Mike; Madrone, Steve
Subject: Re: FEIR response to comments l121-1, l123-1, and 08-24
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 1:20:39 PM
Attachments: pone.0174420.pdf


There is more regarding health risks and infliction of harm to the bodies of your constituents
in the turbine wake; from Humboldt Wind turbines. 
See the attached study.


I asked a retired emergency room doctor MD to explain this study to me. Here is what he said
about the fMRI attached (pone.)study:
He said the conclusion needs to be understood by affected folks, and highlighted in media and
Board of Supervisors :


Conclusion To our knowledge, this study is the first to document changes of brain
activity across several regions in response to prolonged near-threshold IS using
fMRI. ReHo analysis revealed higher local connectivity of rSTG, ACC and the
rAmyg only when IS was administered near the hearing threshold and ICA
showed that effects can also be found on the inter-regional level. On the one hand,
these results seem to support the hypothesis that (sub-)liminal IS can exert an
influence on the organism via a subconscious processing route (which supposedly
involves outer hair cell-mediated signal transduction).


 Also, since the brain’s response to prolonged near-threshold IS involves the
activation of brains areas, which are known to play a crucial role in emotional and
autonomic control, a potential link between ISinduced changes of brain activity
and the emergence of various physiological as well as psychological health effects
can be established. Transient upregulation of these brain areas in response to
below- or near threshold IS may thus reflect an initial stress response of the body,
eventually promoting symptom formation as stimulation occurs repeatedly and
additional risk factor come into play. 


On Tue, Dec 3, 2019 at 10:58 PM Bohn, Rex <RBohn@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:
Thanks 


Sent from my iPhone


On Dec 3, 2019, at 5:56 PM, Jesse Noell <noelljesse@gmail.com> wrote:


This regards the Humboldt Wind FEIR


On Tue, Dec 3, 2019 at 4:45 PM Jesse Noell <noelljesse@gmail.com> wrote:


Dear Planning Clerk and Supervisors,


Does the FEIR or official responses to comments discuss/specify whether the
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Abstract



In the present study, the brain’s response towards near- and supra-threshold infrasound



(IS) stimulation (sound frequency < 20 Hz) was investigated under resting-state fMRI condi-



tions. The study involved two consecutive sessions. In the first session, 14 healthy partici-



pants underwent a hearing threshold—as well as a categorical loudness scaling



measurement in which the individual loudness perception for IS was assessed across differ-



ent sound pressure levels (SPL). In the second session, these participants underwent three



resting-state acquisitions, one without auditory stimulation (no-tone), one with a monaurally



presented 12-Hz IS tone (near-threshold) and one with a similar tone above the individual



hearing threshold corresponding to a ‘medium loud’ hearing sensation (supra-threshold).



Data analysis mainly focused on local connectivity measures by means of regional homoge-



neity (ReHo), but also involved independent component analysis (ICA) to investigate inter-



regional connectivity. ReHo analysis revealed significantly higher local connectivity in right



superior temporal gyrus (STG) adjacent to primary auditory cortex, in anterior cingulate cor-



tex (ACC) and, when allowing smaller cluster sizes, also in the right amygdala (rAmyg) dur-



ing the near-threshold, compared to both the supra-threshold and the no-tone condition.



Additional independent component analysis (ICA) revealed large-scale changes of func-



tional connectivity, reflected in a stronger activation of the right amygdala (rAmyg) in the



opposite contrast (no-tone > near-threshold) as well as the right superior frontal gyrus



(rSFG) during the near-threshold condition. In summary, this study is the first to demon-



strate that infrasound near the hearing threshold may induce changes of neural activity



across several brain regions, some of which are known to be involved in auditory process-



ing, while others are regarded as keyplayers in emotional and autonomic control. These



findings thus allow us to speculate on how continuous exposure to (sub-)liminal IS could



exert a pathogenic influence on the organism, yet further (especially longitudinal) studies



are required in order to substantialize these findings.
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Introduction



The question, whether infrasound (IS; sound in the very low-frequency range– 1



Hz< frequency< 20 Hz) can pose a threat to physical and mental well-being remains a much



debated topic. For decades, it has been a widely held view that IS frequencies are too low to be



processed by the auditory system, since the human hearing range is commonly quoted to only



span frequencies from about 20 to 20000 Hz [1]. This view was supported by a number of stud-



ies conducted in animals as well as in humans demonstrating that the auditory system is



equipped with several shunting and attenuation mechanisms, which are already involved in



early stages of signal processing and make hearing at low frequencies quite insensitive [2–7].



However, the notion that IS cannot be processed within the auditory system has been con-



tested by several studies, in which IS-induced changes of cochlear function in animals [8] as



well as in normally hearing human participants [9]) have been documented. In fact, it has



been shown repeatedly that IS can also be perceived by humans, if administered at very high



sound pressure levels (SPLs) [10–17]). More recently, two fMRI studies also revealed that



exposure to a monaurally presented 12-Hz IS tone with SPLs of> 110 dB led to bilateral acti-



vation of the superior temporal gyrus (STG), which suggests that the physiological mecha-



nisms underlying IS perception may share similarities with those involved in ‘normal hearing’,



even at the stage of high-level cortical processing [18–19].



Meanwhile, there seems to be a growing consensus that humans are indeed receptive to IS



and that exposure to low-frequency sounds (including sounds in the IS frequency spectrum)



can give rise to high levels of annoyance and distress [20]. However, IS also came under suspi-



cion of promoting the formation of several full-blown medical symptoms ranging from sleep



disturbances, headache and dizziness, over tinnitus and hyperacusis, to panic attacks and



depression, which have been reported to occur more frequently in people living close to wind



parks [21–23]. While it has been established that noise produced by wind turbines can indeed



have a considerable very low-frequency component, IS emission only reaches SPL-maxima of



around 80 to 90 dB [24–27], which may not be high enough to exceed the threshold for percep-



tion. Taking into consideration such results, Leventhall [1] thus concluded that “if you cannot



hear a sound and you cannot perceive it in other ways and it does not affect you”. Importantly,



this view also resonates well with the current position of the World Health Organisation



(WHO), according to which “there is no reliable evidence that infrasounds below the hearing



threshold produce physiological or psychological effects” [28]. However, it appears that the



notion, according to which sound needs to be perceived in order to exert relevant effects on



the organism, falls short when aiming at an objective risk assessment of IS, especially if one



takes into consideration recent advances in research on inner ear physiology as well as on the



effects of subliminal auditory stimulation (i.e. stimulation below the threshold of perception).



For example, 5-Hz IS exposure presented at SPLs as low as 60–65 dB has been shown to trigger



the response of inner ear components such as the outer hair cells in animals [29] and it has



been suggested that outer hair cell stimulation may also exert a broader influence on the ner-



vous system via the brainstem [30–31]. In addition, there is the well documented effect in cog-



nitive science that brain physiology and behavior can be influenced by a wide range of



subliminally presented stimuli, including stimuli of the auditory domain [32–34].



We therefore set out to address the question, whether IS near the hearing threshold can also



exert an influence on global brain activity and whether the effects of stimulation significantly



differ from those induced by supra-threshold IS. In our experiment, IS stimuli were applied



during the so called resting-state, in which participants were asked to lie calmly in the scanner



with eyes closed, while being passively exposed to the sound. During resting-state, a character-



istic pattern of endogenous large-scale brain activity emerges, which commonly involves the
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co-activation of multiple brain regions such as medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cin-



gulate cortex (PCC), precuneus, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), lateral temporal cortex (LTC), and



hippocampal formation (HC) [35–36]. This activity causes fluctuations of the blood oxygen



dependent (BOLD) signal, which can then be visualized using resting-state functional mag-



netic resonance imaging (rsfMRI). The fact that these brain regions consistently show a



decrease in activity during task performance and an increase during fixation or rest has also



led to the notion of a so-called default mode network [37]. Since a large portion of the IS that



we are exposed to in our daily environment is produced by continuous sources such as wind-



turbines, traffic (cars and planes) or air-conditioning systems, we reasoned that IS may rather



exert influences on the nervous system as a constant and subtle source of (sub-)liminal stimu-



lation, than a source of punctual stimulatory events. In contrast to an event-related approach,



which would be characterized by short alterations of stimulus presentation and data aquisition



(so called ‘sparse sampling’), rsfMRI allowes us to study the brain’s response to IS under condi-



tions, which more closely resemble those found outside of the laboratory, where IS is often pre-



sented over long periods of time without dicontinuities in stimulus administration. One may



argue that the way in which the term resting-state is used throughout the present article is at



odds with the common understand of resting-state as a measure of baseline brain activity in



the absence of experimental stimulation or task. However, researchers are becoming increas-



ingly sensitive to the fact that rsfMRI cannot only be used as a suitable tool for measuring sta-



ble, trait-like characteristics, such as differences due to sexual dimorphism or health



conditions. In fact, spontaneous, self-generated mental processes manifesting as moment-to-



moment fluctuations of the participant’s mood or the „affective coloring”of thoughts and



memories are an inevitable feature of any rsfMRI measurement and it has been argued repeat-



edly that a considerable portion of the statistical variance obtained during data aquisition can



actually be explained by the heterogenity of the participant’s mental states [38–39]. Therefore,



it is precisely this type of data–enriched with diverse experiental aspects gathered across a long



stimulus interval, in contrast to short snippets of the brain’s immediate response to a novel



stimulus–that allows us to best address the research questions presented above.



In order to obtain a more robust signal for the comparison of different resting-state condi-



tions, our analysis focussed on regional homogeneity (ReHo), a measure that captures the syn-



chrony of resting-state brain activity in neighboring voxels–so-called local connectivity. In



contrast to functional connectivity, which reveals synchronization of a predefined brain



region, ReHo measures the local synchronization of spontaneous fMRI signals [40–42].



Importantly, ReHo circumvents the necessity to apriori define seed regions and therefore



allows for an unbiased whole-brain analysis of resting-state data. Furthermore, it has also been



shown that ReHo is higher in the major regions of the default mode network [43]. In order to



obtain a more comprehensive assessment of the effect of IS, independent component analysis



(ICA) was performed as an auxiliary analysis [44]. Similar to ReHo, ICA represents a data-



driven method, which relinquishes any initial assumptions about the spatial location of brain



activations, while allowing to explore the temporal dynamics between more spatially segre-



gated independent areas. Both methods are thus complementary in the sense that they allow



for a characterization of the brain’s response to IS both on the local as well as on the network



level in an unbiased fashion.



Experimental procedures



Participants



Fourteen healthy subjects (6 female) aged 18 to 30 years (mean = 23.4 years; SD = 3.0) partici-



pated in the study on the basis of written informed consent. The study was conducted
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according to the Declaration of Helsinki with approval of the ethics committee of the German



Psychological Association (DGP). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision



and normal hearing (as assessed by means of the ISO (2009) [45] questionnaire filled out by all



participants). No participant had a history of neurological, major medical, or psychiatric disor-



der. All participants were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh handedness question-



naire [46].



Acoustic characterization



Prior to the fMRI session, sound pressure levels (SPLs) for the test stimuli were calibrated indi-



vidually according to the results of hearing threshold—[47] and categorical loudness scaling



measurements [48].



Assessment of the participant’s hearing thresholds comprised the presentation of 14 pure



tones ranging from 2.5 to 125 Hz, presented monaurally to the right ear. The experiment was



split into two parts separated by a 15 min break. At the beginning of each part, sounds with



standard audiometer frequencies of 125 Hz (part 1) and 80 Hz (part 2) were presented as the



first stimulus, which allowed participants to accomodate to the experimental setting. The



remaining test stimuli were presented in a pseudo-randomized fashion, which ensured that



the frequency of two consecutive runs differed by more than an octave. Assessment of the indi-



vidual hearing thresholds resembled an unforced weighted up-down adaptive procedure as



described by Kaernbach [49], in which trials consisting of a pair of time intervals (denoted A



and B) separated by a pause of 200 ms were presented. During each trial the test stimulus was



allocated randomly to either interval A or B and it was the participants’ task to indicate which



interval contained the stimulus via keyboard or computer mouse, while receiving visual feed-



back about the accuracy of their responses. Due to the non-linear characteristics of the human



hearing curve, i.e. sounds at different frequencies also need to be administered at different



SPLs in order to give rise to the same loudness perception (see equal-loudness contours; ISO



(2003) [50] and [51]), each test stimulus was initially presented at 20 phon. This means that



the dB SPL of each test stimulus had been chosen in order to give rise to the same loudness as a



1000 Hz tone presented at 20 dB SPL (by definition, 20 phon equals 20 dB SPL at 1000 Hz). In



doing so, we ensured that threshold assessment for each frequency started with the same stim-



ulus intensity and that the initial tone presentation was easily audibility for the participants.



Upon a correct response, stimulus intensity was decreased by one step (initial step size 4 dB),



whereas a wrong response led to an increase by three steps. If participants were unsure, stimu-



lus intensity was increased by one step. After every second reversal (i.e. a response leading to a



downward step (correct answer) followed by a response leading to an upward step (incorrect



or unsure), or vice versa)), the step size was halfed until a final step size of 1 dB was reached.



After 12 reversals, the hearing threshold for the respective test frequency was calculated as the



arithmetic mean of all (adaptive) values following the fourth reversal (1 dB step size).



Categorical loudness scaling comprised the presentation of pure tones with frequencies of



8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 40, 63 and 125 Hz and a duration of 1600 ms, administered monaurally to the



participant’s right ear. It was the participant’s task to rate the loudness of a given test stimulus



according to 11 response alternatives with predefined categories ranging from ‘not heard’,



‘soft’, ‘medium’, to ‘loud’ and ‘extremely loud’ using a computer mouse. The experiment



resembled an adaptive procedure [52] divided into two phases. During the first phase, test sti-



muli were presented at 80 phon and stimulus intensity was increased in adaptive step sizes



ranging from 5 to 15 dB in 5 dB steps until the stimuli were perceived as “extremely loud” or a



predefined maximum level of stimulus intensity was reached (for frequencies below 32 Hz the



maximum sound intensity had been set to 124 dB SPL to protect participants from harmful
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sound exposure). Intensity was then decreased until the stimuli became inaudible and



increased until they became audible again. During the second phase, the remaining categorial



loudness levels were estimated via linear interpolation and presented in a random fashion,



which enabled us to collect more data for the “medium” loudness level. Loudness scaling was



performed twice by each participant with a minimum break of an hour in between sessions.



The results of the hearing threshold measurements were then used to define stimuli for the



near-threshold condition, while categorical loudness scaling ensured that the supra-threshold



stimulus was perceived as equally loud across participants. For the present study, a pure sinu-



soidal stimulus with a frequency of 12 Hz was selected. The average (median) monaural hear-



ing threshold for a 12-Hz pure tone was 86.5 dB SPL, ranging inter-individually from 79 to



96.5 dB SPL. For the near-threshold condition, participant-specific stimuli with SPLs 2 dB



below the individual hearing threshold were chosen. The average (median) SPL for a



‘medium-loud’ tone determined in the categorical loudness scaling sessions was 122.3 dB SPL



with an applied minimum of 111 dB and a maximum of 124 dB across participants (for a



detailed description, see Table 1). For the hearing threshold—and the categorical loudness



scaling measurements, stimuli were presented via the same sound source that was also used in



the subsequent fMRI session and experiments were run in a soundproof booth next to the



scanner room.



Scanning procedure



Images were collected on a 3T Verio MRI scanner system (Siemens Medical Systems,



Erlangen, Germany) using an 12-channel radiofrequency head coil. First, high-resolution ana-



tomical images were acquired using a three-dimensional T1-weighted magnetization prepared



gradient-echo sequence (MPRAGE), repetition time = 2300 ms; echo time = 3.03 ms; flip



angle = 9˚; 256 × 256 × 192 matrix, (1 mm)3 voxel size. Whole-brain functional images were



collected using a T2�-weighted EPI sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (TR = 2000 ms,



TE = 30 ms, image matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = (224 mm)2, flip angle = 80˚, slice thickness = 3.5



Table 1. Acoustical characterization of 14 participants according to hearing threshold and categorical



loudness scaling measurements for an IS-pure tone at 12 Hz.



Participants (n = 14) HT (dB SPL) ST (dB SPL)



1 93 123



2 86 124



3 89 124



4 86 124



5 93 124



6 79 123



7 92 119



8 85 121



9 91 124



10 96 121



11 82 123



12 87 124



13 80 119



14 85 119



HT, hearing threshold in dB SPL; ST, supra-threshold stimulus in dB SPL, corresponding to ‘medium’



perceived loudness. (Maximum stimulus level was limited to 124 dB SPL).



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t001
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mm, 35 near-axial slices, aligned with the AC/PC line). Before the resting-state data acquisition



started, participants had been in the scanner for about 10 minutes. During those 10 minutes, a



localizer was run and other images were aquired so that participants could get used to the scan-



ner noise.



fMRI stimulus protocol



Sound signals were generated by a 24 bit DAC-device (RME Fireface UC), connected to a per-



sonal computer, amplified or attenuated and fed to a modified loudspeaker system outside of



the scanner room. The loudspeaker system was attached to a polyethylene tube (length 8 m,



inner diameter 14 mm) leading to the participant’s right ear (Fig 1). In order to avoid audible



transients, the 12-Hz pure tones used for stimulation were faded in and out with a cos2 on-



and offset ramp of 250 ms (3 cycles) and had a total duration of 200 s. A regular earplug



(E-A-R One Touch, 3M, St. Paul, USA) with a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 33 dB was



used for the left ear. In addition, both ears were covered with a Silverline 140858 ear defender



(NRR: 22 dB) in order to minimize the interference of scanner noise with auditory processing.



The infrasound source was designed to exhibit particularly low harmonics generation, i. e the



amplitudes of all harmonics are significantly below the hearing threshold [47]. In order to con-



trol for higher harmonics in the present study, SPLs were measured via an optical, metal-free



microphone (Sennheiser MO-2000) coupled to the sound path by means of a T-fitting 20 cm



upstream of the ear. Participants were instructed to listen attentively and to avoid movements



of their bodies [53]. During the scan session, each participant underwent one unstimulated



and two stimulated acquisitions (runs), each run lasting 200 s. The unstimulated run involved



no auditory stimulation (no-tone), while during the two stimulation runs a 12-Hz IS tone was



presented either at 2 dB below the individual hearing threshold (near-threshold) or at



Fig 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g001
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‘medium’ perceived loudness (supra-threshold). Before the start of each run, subjects were



instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax and not think of anything in particular. The sequence



of the three resting-state runs was counterbalanced across participants and participants were



not informed about the order in which the runs were conducted.



Data analysis–Regional homogeneity (ReHo)



The first five volumes of each run were discarded to allow the magnetisation to approach a



dynamic equilibrium. Part of the data pre-processing, including slice timing, head motion cor-



rection (a least squares approach and a 6-parameter spatial transformation) and spatial nor-



malization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (resampling voxel size of 3



mm × 3 mm × 3 mm) were conducted using SPM5 and the Data Processing Assistant for Rest-



ing-State fMRI (DPARSF, [54]). A spatial filter of 4 mm FWHM (full-width at half maximum)



was used. Participants showing head motion above 3 mm of maximal translation (in any direc-



tion of x, y or z) and 1.0˚ of maximal rotation throughout the course of scanning would have



been excluded. After pre-processing, linear trends were removed. Then the fMRI data was



temporally band-pass filtered (0.01–0.08 Hz) to reduce low-frequency drift and high-fre-



quency respiratory and cardiac noise [55]. ReHo analysis was performed using DPARSF [56–



59]. ReHo is based on previous reports that fMRI activity is more likely to occur in clusters of



several spatially contiguous voxels than in a single voxel [60–61]. Therefore, ReHo assumes



that a given voxel is temporarily similar to that of its neighbors. ReHo was originally invented



for the analysis of (slow) event-related fMRI data (Zang et al., 2004) [59], but is equally suited



for block-design and resting-state fMRI. For each participant, ReHo analysis was performed



on a voxel-wise basis by calculating the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (KKC, [62]) of the



time series of a given voxel with those of its neighbors (26 voxels). The KCC value was assigned



to the respective voxel and individual KCC maps were obtained. ReHo was calculated within a



brain-mask, which was obtained by removing the tissues outside the brain using the software



MRIcro [63]



Whole-brain comparisons between conditions were computed on the basis of the resulting



ReHo maps. A height threshold of p< 0.001 and cluster-size corrected by means of Monte



Carlo simulation (10000 iterations) was used. Significant effects were reported when the vol-



ume of the cluster was greater than the Monte Carlo simulation determined minimum cluster



size for the whole-brain volume (> 22 voxels), above which the probability of type I error was



below 0.05 (AlphaSim; [64]). From the resulting clusters, ReHo values were extracted for all



three conditions. Coordinates are reported according to the MNI space. Brain regions were



defined using the the SPM-based automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas toolbox [65] and



reported as Brodmann areas (BA).



Data analysis—Independent Component Analysis (ICA)



Independent component analysis (ICA) is an exploratory analysis tool in which source signals



are blindly recovered [44] from mixtures of sources. ICA was performed using GIFT software



(http://icatb.sourceforge.net/; [66]) using an Infomax algorithm. Preprocessed data from all



sessions and all individuals were used. The optimal number of spatially independent resting-



state networks (N) to be extracted was estimated by the software (N = 21). The networks were



identified automatically using predefined templates in GIFT and later by one of the co-authors.



From the 21 components, 12 were identified as resting state networks and taken to the second



level analysis in SPM12 (paired t-test, FWE p<0.01 and mean framewise displacement [67] as



a covariate).
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Results



ReHo



When computing a whole-brain analysis comparing ReHo as derived from resting-state acqui-



sitions for different stimulation conditions, we found significantly higher local connectivity in



right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) (30, -15, -6) adjacent to primary auditory cortex during



the near-threshold compared to the no-tone condition. The only other significant difference



between all possible pairwise contrasts of ReHo maps was observed when comparing the near-



threshold condition with the supra-threshold condition. Here, we found significantly higher



ReHo in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (-12, 27, 33) during the near-threshold condition.



Interestingly, when using a more lenient cluster extent threshold of k> 10, we also found



higher ReHo in the right amygdala (rAmyg) (21, -3, -15) (results are summarized in Fig 2 and



Table 2). In order to explore the ReHo pattern across all three conditions, we extracted beta-



values from the respective clusters observed in the whole-brain contrasts. These values are



depicted as box plots in Fig 3 and all parameters of the statistical analysis are also summarized



in Table 3. Im summary, it could be demonstrated that prolonged supra-threshold IS stimula-



tion clearly perceived by all participants did not result in statistically significant activations



anywhere in the brain. In contrast, near-threshold stimulation led to higher local connectivity



in multiple brain areas, compared to both the no-tone as well as the supra-threshold condition.



Note, however that the extraction of beta-values was only chosen for illustrative purposes and



inferences were taken from the original analysis.



Fig 2. Results of whole-brain contrast regional homogeneity (ReHo) maps acquired during near-



threshold vs. no-tone condition. Higher local connectivity in: (A) Right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) in a



sagittal (left), coronal (middle) and transversal (right) slice, as well as in (B) Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)



(p < 0.001, cluster-size corrected by means of Monte Carlo simulation, k > 22). (C) Higher local connectivity in



right amygdala (rAmyg) when using a more lenient cluster threshold of k > 10.



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g002
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ICA



From the 21 components of the ICA analysis, 12 were identified as resting state networks:



three dorsal default mode networks (DMN; R = 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2), two ventral DMNs (R = 0.5



and 0.3), two left executive control networks (R = 0.27 and 0.25), one sensorimotor network



(R = 0.3), one basal ganglia network (R = 0.24), one visuospatial network (R = 0.31), one poste-



rior salience network (R = 0.15) and one auditory network (R = 0.16). Significant condition



differences are shown in Table 4. Decreased functional connectivity–as compared to the no-



tone condition–was found during resting state with near-threshold tone presentation in the



right amygdala (rAmyg) in the sensorimotor network. Resting state sessions with near-thresh-



old tone presentation were associated with increased functional connectivity in the right supe-



rior frontal cortex (rSFG) in the left executive control network when compared to the no-tone



Table 2. Results of the whole-brain analysis comparing regional homogeneity (ReHo) as derived from resting-state acquisitions during near-



threshold vs. no-tone condition.



Area BA Peak coordinates (MNI) T-score Extent



Right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) 48 30, -15, -6 4.16 37



Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 32 -12, 27, 33 4.28 33



Right amygdala (rAmyg) 21, -3, -15 4.26 12



BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute. (p < 0.001, k > 22 for rSTG and ACC; p < 0.001, k > 10 for rAmgy).



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t002



Fig 3. Box plot showing regional homogeneity (ReHo) differences across conditions.



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g003



Table 3. ReHo results. Statistical analysis of beta values extracted from the respective clusters observed in



the whole-brain contrasts.



no-tone vs. near-thr. no-tone vs. supra-thr. near- vs. supra-thr.



rSTG t(13) = -9.03, p < 0.001 t(13) = -1.66, p = 0.12 t(13) = 2.55, p < 0.05



ACC t(13) = -3.48, p < 0.01 t(13) = -0.43, p = 0.67 t(13) = 6.19, p < 0.001



rAmyg t(13) = -2.62, p < 0.05 t(13) = -1.31, p = 0.21 t(13) = 2.41, p < 0.05



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t003
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condition. In addition, there was increased functional connectivity in the lobule IV and V of



the left cerebellum in the DMN for near-threshold sessions compared to supra-threshold ones.



Discussion



The results of the present study can be summed up in the following way: Prolonged IS expo-



sure near the participants’ individual hearing threshold led to higher local connectivity in



three distinct brain areas–rSTG, ACC and rAmyg–, while no such effect was observed for



stimulation above the hearing threshold. Our data also shows that near-threshold IS was asso-



ciated with connectivity changes on the network level, emphasizing the role of the rAmyg in IS



processing. To our knowlegde, this study is the first to demonstrate that near-threshold IS



does not only produces physiological effects, but that the neural response involves the activa-



tion of brain areas, which are important for auditory processing but also for emotional and



autonomic control. These findings thus allow us to reflect on how (sub)-liminal IS could give



rise to a number of physiological as well as psychological health issues, which until now have



only been loosely attributed to noise exposure in the low- and very low-frequency spectrum.



Thus far, evidence regarding the influence of IS on brain activity is limited to two fMRI-



studies. Dommes et al. [18] were the first to show that monaural stimulation with a 12-Hz IS



tone led to an activation of the bilateral STG, when stimuli were applied at SPLs of 110 as well



as 120, but not at 90 dB. However, this pioneering study suffered from the methodological



drawback that during 12-Hz stimulation 36-Hz harmonics had been present, which left some



room for doubt whether it had really been the IS component that triggered the neural



response. In addition, Dommes et al. (2009) were not able to draw reference to psychophysical



data about the participants’ hearing thresholds or verbal reports and could therefore only spec-



ulate that IS exposure at 110 and 120 dB must have led to a hearing sensation, whereas stimula-



tion with 90 dB should not have exceeded the hearing threshold. Recently, Weichenberger



et al. [19] also reported bilateral STG activation in response to supra-threshold IS stimulation,



however, in this study an improved setup that prevented higher harmonics from reaching the



participants’ ear in combination with acoustically well-characterized participants giving verbal



reports after the scan session were employed. Suprisingly, we are facing an entirely different



situation in the present study, as STG activation was absent during supra-threshold stimula-



tion, but clearly present when IS was administered near the hearing threshold. These results



are particularly noteworthy, since not only the experimental setup but also 11 out of the 14



participants were identical across Weichenberger et al.’s [19] and the present investigation. It



thus appears that the seemingly contradictive results cannot be attributed to different instru-



mentation or participants, but rather point towards truely different neural responses which



have been uncovered due to the nature of data acquisition as well as the time course of stimu-



lus application chosen in this study. Since we were interested in studying the brain’s response



Table 4. Significant condition differences in resting state fMRI of the ICA.



Network Label Coordinates T-score Cluster size (voxels) P-value



- no-tone > near-threshold -



Sensorimotor rAmgy 28, -6, -18 6.43 74 0.003 (cluster level FWE)



- no-tone < near-threshold -



Left executive control rFSG 22, 12, 64 4.9 63 0.009 (cluster level FWE)



- near-threshold > supra-threshold -



Dorsal DMN Cerebellum IV-V 16, -42, -18 5,36 87 0.008 (peak level FWE)



https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t004
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to IS under conditions, which more closely resemble those found outside of the laboratory, we



chose significantly longer stimulus intervals (200 s) and also provided a constant level of stim-



ulation throughout the entire interval. This is in contrast to the aforementioned studies, in



which short stimulus intervals consisting of multiple successive tone bursts (1 and 3 s respec-



tively) with interleaved image aquisitions were employed. The absence of STG activation dur-



ing supra-threshold IS exposure could therefore be the result of stimulus-specific adaptation,



according to which the BOLD signal gradually decreases in response to ongoing stimulus



administration [68–69]. However, although stimulus-specific adaptation times of up to tens of



seconds have been reported in the auditory cortex of animals [70], nothing is known about



adaptation over comparable time-scales in humans. In addition, this explanation cannot



account for why near-threshold stimulation would be affected to a lesser extent by such mech-



anisms. In contrast, we hypothesize that our results rather reflect the complex involvement of



different physiological processes in response to near-threshold and supra-threshold IS, as well



as the interference of attentional effects, which may play an increasingly important role when



stimuli are presented over longer durations. Several studies provide evidence for the existence



of a ‘subconscious hearing route’ for IS, according to which IS may exert effects on the organ-



ism via outer hair cells, even if presented at SPLs below the hearing threshold [71, 31]. While



inner hair cells–the main signal transducers involved in ‘conscious hearing’–connect with fusi-



form cells of the cochlear nucleus from which the signal is then relayed to higher levels of the



auditory system, outer hair cells terminate in the granule cell regions of the cochlear nucleus



[72] and from there on connect to numerous auditory as well as non-auditory cortical process-



ing sites [73]. Importantly, since some of these centers are involved in attentional control and



arousal [74], it has been suggested that activation of this pathway could for example wake peo-



ple up at night, while leaving them unable to pin down what it actually was that caused them to



waken [75]. Similarly, in our experiment, participants were constantly left guessing, whether



stimulation actually occurred or not when near-threshold IS was presented, whereas during



supra-threshold stimulation, participants were clearly able to allocate attention towards or



away from the percept throughout the entire stimulus interval. We therefore suggest that per-



sistent exposure to supra-threshold IS may have led to a top-down attenuation of the signal via



attentional mechanisms, whereas in the absence of a clearly identifiable percept, STG activa-



tion remained high. However, it needs to be mentioned that the average (median) SPL of the



supra-threshold stimulus (122,3 dB SPL, as determined via individual loudness scaling) was



very close to the safety limit of 124 dB SPL, which probably points towards the presence of a



ceiling effect. We therefore cannot rule out that participants may have reported a medium-



loud hearing sensation at even higher SPLs, if our ethical guidelines would have allowed us to



apply stimuli at such intensities. The ceiling effect may have led to slight discrepancies with



respect to inter-individual loudness perception during the supra-threshold runs and thus have



produced additional variability in our imaging data. Nevertheless, we conclude that the effect



was probably not pronounced enough to suppress an otherwise significant effect. It also needs



to be noted that in contrast to the aforementioned studies on IS processing, near-threshold



stimulation led to a cortical response of the ispilateral side, as compared to a bi-hemispheric,



yet also stronger response of the contralateral side (i.e. the left auditory cortex) when supra-



threshold stimulation was employed [18–19]. This touches on the aspect of a presumed lateral-



ization of the auditory system, the true nature of which is still part of an ongoing debate, as evi-



dence both in favor of a contralateral dominance for monaurally presented sounds [76–77], as



well as a left hemispherical preference irrespective of which ear is stimulated (Devlin et al.,



2003) [78] has been put forward. It thus appears that while the preceeding accounts seem to



support the notion of “contralateral dominance” extending to sounds in the infrasound spec-



trum, the results of the present studies could rather be explained by the fact that evoked
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otoacoustic emissions (which are generated via outer hair cells) also tend to be more pro-



nounced on the right ear [79–80]. However, more information needs to be gathered on how



OHC signals are processed up-stream on the level of the brainstem, and in what way OHC



activation influences the activity of auditory (and possibly non-auditory) centers.



The ACC is generally regarded as a key player in the monitoring and resolution of cognitive



[81–83], as well as emotional conflicts [84–87]. Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis by Mene-



guzzo et al. [88] also revealed that the ACC reliably exhibits activation in response to both sub-



as well as supraliminally presented arousing stimuli, which led the authors to suggest that this



brain area may function as a gateway between automatic (‘pre-attentive’) affective states and



higher order cognitive processes, particularly when affect and cognition are in conflict. In



addition, the authors explicitly gave credit to the fact that the term ‘conflict’ may also include



unexpected perturbations of the body’s physiology in the absence of conscious awareness.



Moreover, another line of research also highlights the ACC’s involvement in autonomic con-



trol via its extensive connections with the insula, prefrontal cortex, amygdala, hypothalamus



and the brainstem [89–90]. ACC activation in response to near-threshold IS stimulation could



therefore be interpreted as a conflict signaling registration of the stimulus which, if not



resolved, may lead to changes of autonomic function.



Similarily, the amygdala is well know for its involvement in emotional processing, especially



with respect to fear conditioning, but also in the broader context of stress- and anxiety-related



psychiatric disorders [91]. Several studies have documented activation of the amygdala in



response to aversive sensory stimuli across different modalities, such as odorants [92], tastes



[93], visual stimuli [94–96], as well as in response to emotional vocalization [97–99] and



unconditioned sounds that are experienced as aversive [100–102]. Activation of the rAmyg



during near-threshold IS exposure may be of particular interest for a risk assessment regarding



IS, because the amygdala is known to be involved in auditory processing and may also play a



major role in debilitating tinnitus and hyperacusis [103]. It is a fairly established finding that



auditory input can be processed along two separate neural pathways, the classical (lemniscal)



and the non-classical (extralemniscal) pathway [104–105]. While signals travelling along the



classical pathway are relayed via ventral thalamic nuclei mostly to the primary auditory cortex,



signals traveling along the non-classical pathway are bypassing the primary auditory cortex as



dorsal thalamic nuclei project to secondary- and association cortices and also to parts of the



limbic structure such as the amygdala. Importantly, the non-classical pathway (frequently



called the ‘low route’) allows for direct subcortical processing of the stimulus in the amygdala,



without the involvement of cortical areas [106–107] and may therefore play a crucial role in



the subliminal registration of ‘biologically meaningful’ stimuli, such as near-threshold IS. In



fact, it has been suggested that in certain forms of tinnitus, activation of the non-classical path-



way can mediate fear without conscious control [108] and, via its connections to the reticular



formation [109], also exert influences on wakefulness and arousal. Additional evidence for the



amygdala’s involvement in subliminal processing and autonomic control comes from a study



conducted by Gläscher and Adolphs [110], in which patients with unilateral as well as bilateral



lesions of the amygdala were presented emotional visual stimuli of varying arousal sub- as well



as supraliminally, while skin conductance responses (SCRs) were recorded as a measure of



autonomic activation. Interestingly, it could be shown that the left amygdala decodes the



arousal signaled by the specific stimulus (linked to a conscious fear response), whereas the



rAmyg provides a global level of autonomic activation triggered automatically by any arousing



stimulus (linked to a subconscious fear response). It is particularily noteworthy that while the



rAmyg exhibited increased local connectivity in response to near-threshold IS, ICA revealed a



decoupling of the rAmyg from the sensorimotor network in comparison to the no-tone condi-



tion. It has been repeatedly argued that decoupling of the amydgala from areas involved in
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executive control may enable an organism to sustain attention and supports working memory



[111], thus potentially aiding cognitive control processes in the aftermath of stress [112]. Inter-



estingly, the fact that functional connectivity of the rSFG was higher during near-threshold



stimulation further substantiates this claim. Again, several studies demonstrate that rSFG and



rAmyg share functional connections and that activity between the two regions tends to be neg-



atively correlated [113, 112]. Thus, partipants who were left guessing whether stimulation



occured, may have enganged in effortful regulation of affect, trying to minimize the conse-



quences of stress on cognitive control networks.



Finally, our results also allow us to draw some preliminary conclusions on potential long-



term health effects associated with (sub-)liminal IS stimulation. It has been reported in several



studies that sustained exposure to noise can lead to an increase of catecholamine- and cortisol



levels [114–116]. In addition, changes of bodily functions, such as blood pressure, respiration



rate, EEG patterns and heart rate have also been documented in the context of exposure to



below- and near-threshold IS [117–118]. We therefore suggest that several of the above men-



tioned autonomic reactions could in fact be mediated by the activation of brain areas such as



the ACC and the amygdala. While increased local connectivity in ACC and rAmyg may only



reflect an initial bodily stress response towards (sub-)liminal IS, we speculate that stimulation



over longer periods of time could exert a profound effect on autonomic functions and may



eventually lead to the formation of symptoms such as sleep disturbances, panic attacks or



depression, especially when additional risk factors, such as an increased sensibility towards



noise, or strong expectations about the harmfulness of IS are present. Also, while in this discus-



sion, we put a strong emphasize on the physiological implications of prolonged IS exposure, it



would also be interesting to see, whether our rsfMRI paradigm could be used to relate IS-



induced changes of global-brain states and changes in the experiental domain.



Conclusion



To our knowledge, this study is the first to document changes of brain activity across several



regions in response to prolonged near-threshold IS using fMRI. ReHo analysis revealed higher



local connectivity of rSTG, ACC and the rAmyg only when IS was administered near the hear-



ing threshold and ICA showed that effects can also be found on the inter-regional level. On the



one hand, these results seem to support the hypothesis that (sub-)liminal IS can exert an influ-



ence on the organism via a subconscious processing route (which supposedly involves outer



hair cell-mediated signal transduction). On the other hand, though clearly audible, prolonged



stimulation with IS above the hearing threshold did not lead to changes of brain activity,



which could indicate that the signal processed along the conscious hearing route may have



been attenuated in a top-down fashion via attentional mechanisms. Also, since the brain’s



response to prolonged near-threshold IS involves the activation of brains areas, which are



known to play a crucial role in emotional and autonomic control, a potential link between IS-



induced changes of brain activity and the emergence of various physiological as well as psycho-



logical health effects can be established. Transient upregulation of these brain areas in response



to below- or near threshold IS may thus reflect an initial stress response of the body, eventually



promoting symptom formation as stimulation occurs repeatedly and additional risk factor



come into play. Nevertheless, further research, in particular longitudinal exposure research, is



needed in order sustantiate these findings and contribute to a better understand of IS-related



health effects.
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easements held by the plan proponent include easements for infrasound, low


frequency sound, vibrations, turbulence, and noise? 


Do these easements include the 12 km turbulent wake distances in the peer


reviewed literature and the 15km+ infrasound distances described Finnish


Association for Environmental Health?


If so, is there a map of the areas that have been or will need to be


appropriated? 


Are any or are all easements across these areas to be appropriated in the


manner decreed in the County General Plan Ordinance (Energy section)? If


so, is the County establishing a contingency bond for this purpose? 


To what extent did wind proponents assist or influence the drafting of the


Energy Ordinance that appears to single out a class of persons to bear


impermissible burdens?


Did the State Health Officer certify that infrasound, low frequency sound,


vibrations, turbulence, and noise effects cause no known adverse conditions
to manifest in humans?
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Abstract


In the present study, the brain’s response towards near- and supra-threshold infrasound


(IS) stimulation (sound frequency < 20 Hz) was investigated under resting-state fMRI condi-


tions. The study involved two consecutive sessions. In the first session, 14 healthy partici-


pants underwent a hearing threshold—as well as a categorical loudness scaling


measurement in which the individual loudness perception for IS was assessed across differ-


ent sound pressure levels (SPL). In the second session, these participants underwent three


resting-state acquisitions, one without auditory stimulation (no-tone), one with a monaurally


presented 12-Hz IS tone (near-threshold) and one with a similar tone above the individual


hearing threshold corresponding to a ‘medium loud’ hearing sensation (supra-threshold).


Data analysis mainly focused on local connectivity measures by means of regional homoge-


neity (ReHo), but also involved independent component analysis (ICA) to investigate inter-


regional connectivity. ReHo analysis revealed significantly higher local connectivity in right


superior temporal gyrus (STG) adjacent to primary auditory cortex, in anterior cingulate cor-


tex (ACC) and, when allowing smaller cluster sizes, also in the right amygdala (rAmyg) dur-


ing the near-threshold, compared to both the supra-threshold and the no-tone condition.


Additional independent component analysis (ICA) revealed large-scale changes of func-


tional connectivity, reflected in a stronger activation of the right amygdala (rAmyg) in the


opposite contrast (no-tone > near-threshold) as well as the right superior frontal gyrus


(rSFG) during the near-threshold condition. In summary, this study is the first to demon-


strate that infrasound near the hearing threshold may induce changes of neural activity


across several brain regions, some of which are known to be involved in auditory process-


ing, while others are regarded as keyplayers in emotional and autonomic control. These


findings thus allow us to speculate on how continuous exposure to (sub-)liminal IS could


exert a pathogenic influence on the organism, yet further (especially longitudinal) studies


are required in order to substantialize these findings.
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Introduction


The question, whether infrasound (IS; sound in the very low-frequency range– 1


Hz< frequency< 20 Hz) can pose a threat to physical and mental well-being remains a much


debated topic. For decades, it has been a widely held view that IS frequencies are too low to be


processed by the auditory system, since the human hearing range is commonly quoted to only


span frequencies from about 20 to 20000 Hz [1]. This view was supported by a number of stud-


ies conducted in animals as well as in humans demonstrating that the auditory system is


equipped with several shunting and attenuation mechanisms, which are already involved in


early stages of signal processing and make hearing at low frequencies quite insensitive [2–7].


However, the notion that IS cannot be processed within the auditory system has been con-


tested by several studies, in which IS-induced changes of cochlear function in animals [8] as


well as in normally hearing human participants [9]) have been documented. In fact, it has


been shown repeatedly that IS can also be perceived by humans, if administered at very high


sound pressure levels (SPLs) [10–17]). More recently, two fMRI studies also revealed that


exposure to a monaurally presented 12-Hz IS tone with SPLs of> 110 dB led to bilateral acti-


vation of the superior temporal gyrus (STG), which suggests that the physiological mecha-


nisms underlying IS perception may share similarities with those involved in ‘normal hearing’,


even at the stage of high-level cortical processing [18–19].


Meanwhile, there seems to be a growing consensus that humans are indeed receptive to IS


and that exposure to low-frequency sounds (including sounds in the IS frequency spectrum)


can give rise to high levels of annoyance and distress [20]. However, IS also came under suspi-


cion of promoting the formation of several full-blown medical symptoms ranging from sleep


disturbances, headache and dizziness, over tinnitus and hyperacusis, to panic attacks and


depression, which have been reported to occur more frequently in people living close to wind


parks [21–23]. While it has been established that noise produced by wind turbines can indeed


have a considerable very low-frequency component, IS emission only reaches SPL-maxima of


around 80 to 90 dB [24–27], which may not be high enough to exceed the threshold for percep-


tion. Taking into consideration such results, Leventhall [1] thus concluded that “if you cannot


hear a sound and you cannot perceive it in other ways and it does not affect you”. Importantly,


this view also resonates well with the current position of the World Health Organisation


(WHO), according to which “there is no reliable evidence that infrasounds below the hearing


threshold produce physiological or psychological effects” [28]. However, it appears that the


notion, according to which sound needs to be perceived in order to exert relevant effects on


the organism, falls short when aiming at an objective risk assessment of IS, especially if one


takes into consideration recent advances in research on inner ear physiology as well as on the


effects of subliminal auditory stimulation (i.e. stimulation below the threshold of perception).


For example, 5-Hz IS exposure presented at SPLs as low as 60–65 dB has been shown to trigger


the response of inner ear components such as the outer hair cells in animals [29] and it has


been suggested that outer hair cell stimulation may also exert a broader influence on the ner-


vous system via the brainstem [30–31]. In addition, there is the well documented effect in cog-


nitive science that brain physiology and behavior can be influenced by a wide range of


subliminally presented stimuli, including stimuli of the auditory domain [32–34].


We therefore set out to address the question, whether IS near the hearing threshold can also


exert an influence on global brain activity and whether the effects of stimulation significantly


differ from those induced by supra-threshold IS. In our experiment, IS stimuli were applied


during the so called resting-state, in which participants were asked to lie calmly in the scanner


with eyes closed, while being passively exposed to the sound. During resting-state, a character-


istic pattern of endogenous large-scale brain activity emerges, which commonly involves the
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co-activation of multiple brain regions such as medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cin-


gulate cortex (PCC), precuneus, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), lateral temporal cortex (LTC), and


hippocampal formation (HC) [35–36]. This activity causes fluctuations of the blood oxygen


dependent (BOLD) signal, which can then be visualized using resting-state functional mag-


netic resonance imaging (rsfMRI). The fact that these brain regions consistently show a


decrease in activity during task performance and an increase during fixation or rest has also


led to the notion of a so-called default mode network [37]. Since a large portion of the IS that


we are exposed to in our daily environment is produced by continuous sources such as wind-


turbines, traffic (cars and planes) or air-conditioning systems, we reasoned that IS may rather


exert influences on the nervous system as a constant and subtle source of (sub-)liminal stimu-


lation, than a source of punctual stimulatory events. In contrast to an event-related approach,


which would be characterized by short alterations of stimulus presentation and data aquisition


(so called ‘sparse sampling’), rsfMRI allowes us to study the brain’s response to IS under condi-


tions, which more closely resemble those found outside of the laboratory, where IS is often pre-


sented over long periods of time without dicontinuities in stimulus administration. One may


argue that the way in which the term resting-state is used throughout the present article is at


odds with the common understand of resting-state as a measure of baseline brain activity in


the absence of experimental stimulation or task. However, researchers are becoming increas-


ingly sensitive to the fact that rsfMRI cannot only be used as a suitable tool for measuring sta-


ble, trait-like characteristics, such as differences due to sexual dimorphism or health


conditions. In fact, spontaneous, self-generated mental processes manifesting as moment-to-


moment fluctuations of the participant’s mood or the „affective coloring”of thoughts and


memories are an inevitable feature of any rsfMRI measurement and it has been argued repeat-


edly that a considerable portion of the statistical variance obtained during data aquisition can


actually be explained by the heterogenity of the participant’s mental states [38–39]. Therefore,


it is precisely this type of data–enriched with diverse experiental aspects gathered across a long


stimulus interval, in contrast to short snippets of the brain’s immediate response to a novel


stimulus–that allows us to best address the research questions presented above.


In order to obtain a more robust signal for the comparison of different resting-state condi-


tions, our analysis focussed on regional homogeneity (ReHo), a measure that captures the syn-


chrony of resting-state brain activity in neighboring voxels–so-called local connectivity. In


contrast to functional connectivity, which reveals synchronization of a predefined brain


region, ReHo measures the local synchronization of spontaneous fMRI signals [40–42].


Importantly, ReHo circumvents the necessity to apriori define seed regions and therefore


allows for an unbiased whole-brain analysis of resting-state data. Furthermore, it has also been


shown that ReHo is higher in the major regions of the default mode network [43]. In order to


obtain a more comprehensive assessment of the effect of IS, independent component analysis


(ICA) was performed as an auxiliary analysis [44]. Similar to ReHo, ICA represents a data-


driven method, which relinquishes any initial assumptions about the spatial location of brain


activations, while allowing to explore the temporal dynamics between more spatially segre-


gated independent areas. Both methods are thus complementary in the sense that they allow


for a characterization of the brain’s response to IS both on the local as well as on the network


level in an unbiased fashion.


Experimental procedures


Participants


Fourteen healthy subjects (6 female) aged 18 to 30 years (mean = 23.4 years; SD = 3.0) partici-


pated in the study on the basis of written informed consent. The study was conducted
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according to the Declaration of Helsinki with approval of the ethics committee of the German


Psychological Association (DGP). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision


and normal hearing (as assessed by means of the ISO (2009) [45] questionnaire filled out by all


participants). No participant had a history of neurological, major medical, or psychiatric disor-


der. All participants were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh handedness question-


naire [46].


Acoustic characterization


Prior to the fMRI session, sound pressure levels (SPLs) for the test stimuli were calibrated indi-


vidually according to the results of hearing threshold—[47] and categorical loudness scaling


measurements [48].


Assessment of the participant’s hearing thresholds comprised the presentation of 14 pure


tones ranging from 2.5 to 125 Hz, presented monaurally to the right ear. The experiment was


split into two parts separated by a 15 min break. At the beginning of each part, sounds with


standard audiometer frequencies of 125 Hz (part 1) and 80 Hz (part 2) were presented as the


first stimulus, which allowed participants to accomodate to the experimental setting. The


remaining test stimuli were presented in a pseudo-randomized fashion, which ensured that


the frequency of two consecutive runs differed by more than an octave. Assessment of the indi-


vidual hearing thresholds resembled an unforced weighted up-down adaptive procedure as


described by Kaernbach [49], in which trials consisting of a pair of time intervals (denoted A


and B) separated by a pause of 200 ms were presented. During each trial the test stimulus was


allocated randomly to either interval A or B and it was the participants’ task to indicate which


interval contained the stimulus via keyboard or computer mouse, while receiving visual feed-


back about the accuracy of their responses. Due to the non-linear characteristics of the human


hearing curve, i.e. sounds at different frequencies also need to be administered at different


SPLs in order to give rise to the same loudness perception (see equal-loudness contours; ISO


(2003) [50] and [51]), each test stimulus was initially presented at 20 phon. This means that


the dB SPL of each test stimulus had been chosen in order to give rise to the same loudness as a


1000 Hz tone presented at 20 dB SPL (by definition, 20 phon equals 20 dB SPL at 1000 Hz). In


doing so, we ensured that threshold assessment for each frequency started with the same stim-


ulus intensity and that the initial tone presentation was easily audibility for the participants.


Upon a correct response, stimulus intensity was decreased by one step (initial step size 4 dB),


whereas a wrong response led to an increase by three steps. If participants were unsure, stimu-


lus intensity was increased by one step. After every second reversal (i.e. a response leading to a


downward step (correct answer) followed by a response leading to an upward step (incorrect


or unsure), or vice versa)), the step size was halfed until a final step size of 1 dB was reached.


After 12 reversals, the hearing threshold for the respective test frequency was calculated as the


arithmetic mean of all (adaptive) values following the fourth reversal (1 dB step size).


Categorical loudness scaling comprised the presentation of pure tones with frequencies of


8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 40, 63 and 125 Hz and a duration of 1600 ms, administered monaurally to the


participant’s right ear. It was the participant’s task to rate the loudness of a given test stimulus


according to 11 response alternatives with predefined categories ranging from ‘not heard’,


‘soft’, ‘medium’, to ‘loud’ and ‘extremely loud’ using a computer mouse. The experiment


resembled an adaptive procedure [52] divided into two phases. During the first phase, test sti-


muli were presented at 80 phon and stimulus intensity was increased in adaptive step sizes


ranging from 5 to 15 dB in 5 dB steps until the stimuli were perceived as “extremely loud” or a


predefined maximum level of stimulus intensity was reached (for frequencies below 32 Hz the


maximum sound intensity had been set to 124 dB SPL to protect participants from harmful
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sound exposure). Intensity was then decreased until the stimuli became inaudible and


increased until they became audible again. During the second phase, the remaining categorial


loudness levels were estimated via linear interpolation and presented in a random fashion,


which enabled us to collect more data for the “medium” loudness level. Loudness scaling was


performed twice by each participant with a minimum break of an hour in between sessions.


The results of the hearing threshold measurements were then used to define stimuli for the


near-threshold condition, while categorical loudness scaling ensured that the supra-threshold


stimulus was perceived as equally loud across participants. For the present study, a pure sinu-


soidal stimulus with a frequency of 12 Hz was selected. The average (median) monaural hear-


ing threshold for a 12-Hz pure tone was 86.5 dB SPL, ranging inter-individually from 79 to


96.5 dB SPL. For the near-threshold condition, participant-specific stimuli with SPLs 2 dB


below the individual hearing threshold were chosen. The average (median) SPL for a


‘medium-loud’ tone determined in the categorical loudness scaling sessions was 122.3 dB SPL


with an applied minimum of 111 dB and a maximum of 124 dB across participants (for a


detailed description, see Table 1). For the hearing threshold—and the categorical loudness


scaling measurements, stimuli were presented via the same sound source that was also used in


the subsequent fMRI session and experiments were run in a soundproof booth next to the


scanner room.


Scanning procedure


Images were collected on a 3T Verio MRI scanner system (Siemens Medical Systems,


Erlangen, Germany) using an 12-channel radiofrequency head coil. First, high-resolution ana-


tomical images were acquired using a three-dimensional T1-weighted magnetization prepared


gradient-echo sequence (MPRAGE), repetition time = 2300 ms; echo time = 3.03 ms; flip


angle = 9˚; 256 × 256 × 192 matrix, (1 mm)3 voxel size. Whole-brain functional images were


collected using a T2�-weighted EPI sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (TR = 2000 ms,


TE = 30 ms, image matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = (224 mm)2, flip angle = 80˚, slice thickness = 3.5


Table 1. Acoustical characterization of 14 participants according to hearing threshold and categorical


loudness scaling measurements for an IS-pure tone at 12 Hz.


Participants (n = 14) HT (dB SPL) ST (dB SPL)


1 93 123


2 86 124


3 89 124


4 86 124


5 93 124


6 79 123


7 92 119


8 85 121


9 91 124


10 96 121


11 82 123


12 87 124


13 80 119


14 85 119


HT, hearing threshold in dB SPL; ST, supra-threshold stimulus in dB SPL, corresponding to ‘medium’


perceived loudness. (Maximum stimulus level was limited to 124 dB SPL).


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t001
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mm, 35 near-axial slices, aligned with the AC/PC line). Before the resting-state data acquisition


started, participants had been in the scanner for about 10 minutes. During those 10 minutes, a


localizer was run and other images were aquired so that participants could get used to the scan-


ner noise.


fMRI stimulus protocol


Sound signals were generated by a 24 bit DAC-device (RME Fireface UC), connected to a per-


sonal computer, amplified or attenuated and fed to a modified loudspeaker system outside of


the scanner room. The loudspeaker system was attached to a polyethylene tube (length 8 m,


inner diameter 14 mm) leading to the participant’s right ear (Fig 1). In order to avoid audible


transients, the 12-Hz pure tones used for stimulation were faded in and out with a cos2 on-


and offset ramp of 250 ms (3 cycles) and had a total duration of 200 s. A regular earplug


(E-A-R One Touch, 3M, St. Paul, USA) with a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 33 dB was


used for the left ear. In addition, both ears were covered with a Silverline 140858 ear defender


(NRR: 22 dB) in order to minimize the interference of scanner noise with auditory processing.


The infrasound source was designed to exhibit particularly low harmonics generation, i. e the


amplitudes of all harmonics are significantly below the hearing threshold [47]. In order to con-


trol for higher harmonics in the present study, SPLs were measured via an optical, metal-free


microphone (Sennheiser MO-2000) coupled to the sound path by means of a T-fitting 20 cm


upstream of the ear. Participants were instructed to listen attentively and to avoid movements


of their bodies [53]. During the scan session, each participant underwent one unstimulated


and two stimulated acquisitions (runs), each run lasting 200 s. The unstimulated run involved


no auditory stimulation (no-tone), while during the two stimulation runs a 12-Hz IS tone was


presented either at 2 dB below the individual hearing threshold (near-threshold) or at


Fig 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g001
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‘medium’ perceived loudness (supra-threshold). Before the start of each run, subjects were


instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax and not think of anything in particular. The sequence


of the three resting-state runs was counterbalanced across participants and participants were


not informed about the order in which the runs were conducted.


Data analysis–Regional homogeneity (ReHo)


The first five volumes of each run were discarded to allow the magnetisation to approach a


dynamic equilibrium. Part of the data pre-processing, including slice timing, head motion cor-


rection (a least squares approach and a 6-parameter spatial transformation) and spatial nor-


malization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (resampling voxel size of 3


mm × 3 mm × 3 mm) were conducted using SPM5 and the Data Processing Assistant for Rest-


ing-State fMRI (DPARSF, [54]). A spatial filter of 4 mm FWHM (full-width at half maximum)


was used. Participants showing head motion above 3 mm of maximal translation (in any direc-


tion of x, y or z) and 1.0˚ of maximal rotation throughout the course of scanning would have


been excluded. After pre-processing, linear trends were removed. Then the fMRI data was


temporally band-pass filtered (0.01–0.08 Hz) to reduce low-frequency drift and high-fre-


quency respiratory and cardiac noise [55]. ReHo analysis was performed using DPARSF [56–


59]. ReHo is based on previous reports that fMRI activity is more likely to occur in clusters of


several spatially contiguous voxels than in a single voxel [60–61]. Therefore, ReHo assumes


that a given voxel is temporarily similar to that of its neighbors. ReHo was originally invented


for the analysis of (slow) event-related fMRI data (Zang et al., 2004) [59], but is equally suited


for block-design and resting-state fMRI. For each participant, ReHo analysis was performed


on a voxel-wise basis by calculating the Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (KKC, [62]) of the


time series of a given voxel with those of its neighbors (26 voxels). The KCC value was assigned


to the respective voxel and individual KCC maps were obtained. ReHo was calculated within a


brain-mask, which was obtained by removing the tissues outside the brain using the software


MRIcro [63]


Whole-brain comparisons between conditions were computed on the basis of the resulting


ReHo maps. A height threshold of p< 0.001 and cluster-size corrected by means of Monte


Carlo simulation (10000 iterations) was used. Significant effects were reported when the vol-


ume of the cluster was greater than the Monte Carlo simulation determined minimum cluster


size for the whole-brain volume (> 22 voxels), above which the probability of type I error was


below 0.05 (AlphaSim; [64]). From the resulting clusters, ReHo values were extracted for all


three conditions. Coordinates are reported according to the MNI space. Brain regions were


defined using the the SPM-based automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas toolbox [65] and


reported as Brodmann areas (BA).


Data analysis—Independent Component Analysis (ICA)


Independent component analysis (ICA) is an exploratory analysis tool in which source signals


are blindly recovered [44] from mixtures of sources. ICA was performed using GIFT software


(http://icatb.sourceforge.net/; [66]) using an Infomax algorithm. Preprocessed data from all


sessions and all individuals were used. The optimal number of spatially independent resting-


state networks (N) to be extracted was estimated by the software (N = 21). The networks were


identified automatically using predefined templates in GIFT and later by one of the co-authors.


From the 21 components, 12 were identified as resting state networks and taken to the second


level analysis in SPM12 (paired t-test, FWE p<0.01 and mean framewise displacement [67] as


a covariate).
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Results


ReHo


When computing a whole-brain analysis comparing ReHo as derived from resting-state acqui-


sitions for different stimulation conditions, we found significantly higher local connectivity in


right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) (30, -15, -6) adjacent to primary auditory cortex during


the near-threshold compared to the no-tone condition. The only other significant difference


between all possible pairwise contrasts of ReHo maps was observed when comparing the near-


threshold condition with the supra-threshold condition. Here, we found significantly higher


ReHo in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (-12, 27, 33) during the near-threshold condition.


Interestingly, when using a more lenient cluster extent threshold of k> 10, we also found


higher ReHo in the right amygdala (rAmyg) (21, -3, -15) (results are summarized in Fig 2 and


Table 2). In order to explore the ReHo pattern across all three conditions, we extracted beta-


values from the respective clusters observed in the whole-brain contrasts. These values are


depicted as box plots in Fig 3 and all parameters of the statistical analysis are also summarized


in Table 3. Im summary, it could be demonstrated that prolonged supra-threshold IS stimula-


tion clearly perceived by all participants did not result in statistically significant activations


anywhere in the brain. In contrast, near-threshold stimulation led to higher local connectivity


in multiple brain areas, compared to both the no-tone as well as the supra-threshold condition.


Note, however that the extraction of beta-values was only chosen for illustrative purposes and


inferences were taken from the original analysis.


Fig 2. Results of whole-brain contrast regional homogeneity (ReHo) maps acquired during near-


threshold vs. no-tone condition. Higher local connectivity in: (A) Right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) in a


sagittal (left), coronal (middle) and transversal (right) slice, as well as in (B) Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)


(p < 0.001, cluster-size corrected by means of Monte Carlo simulation, k > 22). (C) Higher local connectivity in


right amygdala (rAmyg) when using a more lenient cluster threshold of k > 10.


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g002
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ICA


From the 21 components of the ICA analysis, 12 were identified as resting state networks:


three dorsal default mode networks (DMN; R = 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2), two ventral DMNs (R = 0.5


and 0.3), two left executive control networks (R = 0.27 and 0.25), one sensorimotor network


(R = 0.3), one basal ganglia network (R = 0.24), one visuospatial network (R = 0.31), one poste-


rior salience network (R = 0.15) and one auditory network (R = 0.16). Significant condition


differences are shown in Table 4. Decreased functional connectivity–as compared to the no-


tone condition–was found during resting state with near-threshold tone presentation in the


right amygdala (rAmyg) in the sensorimotor network. Resting state sessions with near-thresh-


old tone presentation were associated with increased functional connectivity in the right supe-


rior frontal cortex (rSFG) in the left executive control network when compared to the no-tone


Table 2. Results of the whole-brain analysis comparing regional homogeneity (ReHo) as derived from resting-state acquisitions during near-


threshold vs. no-tone condition.


Area BA Peak coordinates (MNI) T-score Extent


Right superior temporal gyrus (rSTG) 48 30, -15, -6 4.16 37


Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 32 -12, 27, 33 4.28 33


Right amygdala (rAmyg) 21, -3, -15 4.26 12


BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute. (p < 0.001, k > 22 for rSTG and ACC; p < 0.001, k > 10 for rAmgy).


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t002


Fig 3. Box plot showing regional homogeneity (ReHo) differences across conditions.


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.g003


Table 3. ReHo results. Statistical analysis of beta values extracted from the respective clusters observed in


the whole-brain contrasts.


no-tone vs. near-thr. no-tone vs. supra-thr. near- vs. supra-thr.


rSTG t(13) = -9.03, p < 0.001 t(13) = -1.66, p = 0.12 t(13) = 2.55, p < 0.05


ACC t(13) = -3.48, p < 0.01 t(13) = -0.43, p = 0.67 t(13) = 6.19, p < 0.001


rAmyg t(13) = -2.62, p < 0.05 t(13) = -1.31, p = 0.21 t(13) = 2.41, p < 0.05


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t003
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condition. In addition, there was increased functional connectivity in the lobule IV and V of


the left cerebellum in the DMN for near-threshold sessions compared to supra-threshold ones.


Discussion


The results of the present study can be summed up in the following way: Prolonged IS expo-


sure near the participants’ individual hearing threshold led to higher local connectivity in


three distinct brain areas–rSTG, ACC and rAmyg–, while no such effect was observed for


stimulation above the hearing threshold. Our data also shows that near-threshold IS was asso-


ciated with connectivity changes on the network level, emphasizing the role of the rAmyg in IS


processing. To our knowlegde, this study is the first to demonstrate that near-threshold IS


does not only produces physiological effects, but that the neural response involves the activa-


tion of brain areas, which are important for auditory processing but also for emotional and


autonomic control. These findings thus allow us to reflect on how (sub)-liminal IS could give


rise to a number of physiological as well as psychological health issues, which until now have


only been loosely attributed to noise exposure in the low- and very low-frequency spectrum.


Thus far, evidence regarding the influence of IS on brain activity is limited to two fMRI-


studies. Dommes et al. [18] were the first to show that monaural stimulation with a 12-Hz IS


tone led to an activation of the bilateral STG, when stimuli were applied at SPLs of 110 as well


as 120, but not at 90 dB. However, this pioneering study suffered from the methodological


drawback that during 12-Hz stimulation 36-Hz harmonics had been present, which left some


room for doubt whether it had really been the IS component that triggered the neural


response. In addition, Dommes et al. (2009) were not able to draw reference to psychophysical


data about the participants’ hearing thresholds or verbal reports and could therefore only spec-


ulate that IS exposure at 110 and 120 dB must have led to a hearing sensation, whereas stimula-


tion with 90 dB should not have exceeded the hearing threshold. Recently, Weichenberger


et al. [19] also reported bilateral STG activation in response to supra-threshold IS stimulation,


however, in this study an improved setup that prevented higher harmonics from reaching the


participants’ ear in combination with acoustically well-characterized participants giving verbal


reports after the scan session were employed. Suprisingly, we are facing an entirely different


situation in the present study, as STG activation was absent during supra-threshold stimula-


tion, but clearly present when IS was administered near the hearing threshold. These results


are particularly noteworthy, since not only the experimental setup but also 11 out of the 14


participants were identical across Weichenberger et al.’s [19] and the present investigation. It


thus appears that the seemingly contradictive results cannot be attributed to different instru-


mentation or participants, but rather point towards truely different neural responses which


have been uncovered due to the nature of data acquisition as well as the time course of stimu-


lus application chosen in this study. Since we were interested in studying the brain’s response


Table 4. Significant condition differences in resting state fMRI of the ICA.


Network Label Coordinates T-score Cluster size (voxels) P-value


- no-tone > near-threshold -


Sensorimotor rAmgy 28, -6, -18 6.43 74 0.003 (cluster level FWE)


- no-tone < near-threshold -


Left executive control rFSG 22, 12, 64 4.9 63 0.009 (cluster level FWE)


- near-threshold > supra-threshold -


Dorsal DMN Cerebellum IV-V 16, -42, -18 5,36 87 0.008 (peak level FWE)


https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174420.t004
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to IS under conditions, which more closely resemble those found outside of the laboratory, we


chose significantly longer stimulus intervals (200 s) and also provided a constant level of stim-


ulation throughout the entire interval. This is in contrast to the aforementioned studies, in


which short stimulus intervals consisting of multiple successive tone bursts (1 and 3 s respec-


tively) with interleaved image aquisitions were employed. The absence of STG activation dur-


ing supra-threshold IS exposure could therefore be the result of stimulus-specific adaptation,


according to which the BOLD signal gradually decreases in response to ongoing stimulus


administration [68–69]. However, although stimulus-specific adaptation times of up to tens of


seconds have been reported in the auditory cortex of animals [70], nothing is known about


adaptation over comparable time-scales in humans. In addition, this explanation cannot


account for why near-threshold stimulation would be affected to a lesser extent by such mech-


anisms. In contrast, we hypothesize that our results rather reflect the complex involvement of


different physiological processes in response to near-threshold and supra-threshold IS, as well


as the interference of attentional effects, which may play an increasingly important role when


stimuli are presented over longer durations. Several studies provide evidence for the existence


of a ‘subconscious hearing route’ for IS, according to which IS may exert effects on the organ-


ism via outer hair cells, even if presented at SPLs below the hearing threshold [71, 31]. While


inner hair cells–the main signal transducers involved in ‘conscious hearing’–connect with fusi-


form cells of the cochlear nucleus from which the signal is then relayed to higher levels of the


auditory system, outer hair cells terminate in the granule cell regions of the cochlear nucleus


[72] and from there on connect to numerous auditory as well as non-auditory cortical process-


ing sites [73]. Importantly, since some of these centers are involved in attentional control and


arousal [74], it has been suggested that activation of this pathway could for example wake peo-


ple up at night, while leaving them unable to pin down what it actually was that caused them to


waken [75]. Similarly, in our experiment, participants were constantly left guessing, whether


stimulation actually occurred or not when near-threshold IS was presented, whereas during


supra-threshold stimulation, participants were clearly able to allocate attention towards or


away from the percept throughout the entire stimulus interval. We therefore suggest that per-


sistent exposure to supra-threshold IS may have led to a top-down attenuation of the signal via


attentional mechanisms, whereas in the absence of a clearly identifiable percept, STG activa-


tion remained high. However, it needs to be mentioned that the average (median) SPL of the


supra-threshold stimulus (122,3 dB SPL, as determined via individual loudness scaling) was


very close to the safety limit of 124 dB SPL, which probably points towards the presence of a


ceiling effect. We therefore cannot rule out that participants may have reported a medium-


loud hearing sensation at even higher SPLs, if our ethical guidelines would have allowed us to


apply stimuli at such intensities. The ceiling effect may have led to slight discrepancies with


respect to inter-individual loudness perception during the supra-threshold runs and thus have


produced additional variability in our imaging data. Nevertheless, we conclude that the effect


was probably not pronounced enough to suppress an otherwise significant effect. It also needs


to be noted that in contrast to the aforementioned studies on IS processing, near-threshold


stimulation led to a cortical response of the ispilateral side, as compared to a bi-hemispheric,


yet also stronger response of the contralateral side (i.e. the left auditory cortex) when supra-


threshold stimulation was employed [18–19]. This touches on the aspect of a presumed lateral-


ization of the auditory system, the true nature of which is still part of an ongoing debate, as evi-


dence both in favor of a contralateral dominance for monaurally presented sounds [76–77], as


well as a left hemispherical preference irrespective of which ear is stimulated (Devlin et al.,


2003) [78] has been put forward. It thus appears that while the preceeding accounts seem to


support the notion of “contralateral dominance” extending to sounds in the infrasound spec-


trum, the results of the present studies could rather be explained by the fact that evoked
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otoacoustic emissions (which are generated via outer hair cells) also tend to be more pro-


nounced on the right ear [79–80]. However, more information needs to be gathered on how


OHC signals are processed up-stream on the level of the brainstem, and in what way OHC


activation influences the activity of auditory (and possibly non-auditory) centers.


The ACC is generally regarded as a key player in the monitoring and resolution of cognitive


[81–83], as well as emotional conflicts [84–87]. Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis by Mene-


guzzo et al. [88] also revealed that the ACC reliably exhibits activation in response to both sub-


as well as supraliminally presented arousing stimuli, which led the authors to suggest that this


brain area may function as a gateway between automatic (‘pre-attentive’) affective states and


higher order cognitive processes, particularly when affect and cognition are in conflict. In


addition, the authors explicitly gave credit to the fact that the term ‘conflict’ may also include


unexpected perturbations of the body’s physiology in the absence of conscious awareness.


Moreover, another line of research also highlights the ACC’s involvement in autonomic con-


trol via its extensive connections with the insula, prefrontal cortex, amygdala, hypothalamus


and the brainstem [89–90]. ACC activation in response to near-threshold IS stimulation could


therefore be interpreted as a conflict signaling registration of the stimulus which, if not


resolved, may lead to changes of autonomic function.


Similarily, the amygdala is well know for its involvement in emotional processing, especially


with respect to fear conditioning, but also in the broader context of stress- and anxiety-related


psychiatric disorders [91]. Several studies have documented activation of the amygdala in


response to aversive sensory stimuli across different modalities, such as odorants [92], tastes


[93], visual stimuli [94–96], as well as in response to emotional vocalization [97–99] and


unconditioned sounds that are experienced as aversive [100–102]. Activation of the rAmyg


during near-threshold IS exposure may be of particular interest for a risk assessment regarding


IS, because the amygdala is known to be involved in auditory processing and may also play a


major role in debilitating tinnitus and hyperacusis [103]. It is a fairly established finding that


auditory input can be processed along two separate neural pathways, the classical (lemniscal)


and the non-classical (extralemniscal) pathway [104–105]. While signals travelling along the


classical pathway are relayed via ventral thalamic nuclei mostly to the primary auditory cortex,


signals traveling along the non-classical pathway are bypassing the primary auditory cortex as


dorsal thalamic nuclei project to secondary- and association cortices and also to parts of the


limbic structure such as the amygdala. Importantly, the non-classical pathway (frequently


called the ‘low route’) allows for direct subcortical processing of the stimulus in the amygdala,


without the involvement of cortical areas [106–107] and may therefore play a crucial role in


the subliminal registration of ‘biologically meaningful’ stimuli, such as near-threshold IS. In


fact, it has been suggested that in certain forms of tinnitus, activation of the non-classical path-


way can mediate fear without conscious control [108] and, via its connections to the reticular


formation [109], also exert influences on wakefulness and arousal. Additional evidence for the


amygdala’s involvement in subliminal processing and autonomic control comes from a study


conducted by Gläscher and Adolphs [110], in which patients with unilateral as well as bilateral


lesions of the amygdala were presented emotional visual stimuli of varying arousal sub- as well


as supraliminally, while skin conductance responses (SCRs) were recorded as a measure of


autonomic activation. Interestingly, it could be shown that the left amygdala decodes the


arousal signaled by the specific stimulus (linked to a conscious fear response), whereas the


rAmyg provides a global level of autonomic activation triggered automatically by any arousing


stimulus (linked to a subconscious fear response). It is particularily noteworthy that while the


rAmyg exhibited increased local connectivity in response to near-threshold IS, ICA revealed a


decoupling of the rAmyg from the sensorimotor network in comparison to the no-tone condi-


tion. It has been repeatedly argued that decoupling of the amydgala from areas involved in
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executive control may enable an organism to sustain attention and supports working memory


[111], thus potentially aiding cognitive control processes in the aftermath of stress [112]. Inter-


estingly, the fact that functional connectivity of the rSFG was higher during near-threshold


stimulation further substantiates this claim. Again, several studies demonstrate that rSFG and


rAmyg share functional connections and that activity between the two regions tends to be neg-


atively correlated [113, 112]. Thus, partipants who were left guessing whether stimulation


occured, may have enganged in effortful regulation of affect, trying to minimize the conse-


quences of stress on cognitive control networks.


Finally, our results also allow us to draw some preliminary conclusions on potential long-


term health effects associated with (sub-)liminal IS stimulation. It has been reported in several


studies that sustained exposure to noise can lead to an increase of catecholamine- and cortisol


levels [114–116]. In addition, changes of bodily functions, such as blood pressure, respiration


rate, EEG patterns and heart rate have also been documented in the context of exposure to


below- and near-threshold IS [117–118]. We therefore suggest that several of the above men-


tioned autonomic reactions could in fact be mediated by the activation of brain areas such as


the ACC and the amygdala. While increased local connectivity in ACC and rAmyg may only


reflect an initial bodily stress response towards (sub-)liminal IS, we speculate that stimulation


over longer periods of time could exert a profound effect on autonomic functions and may


eventually lead to the formation of symptoms such as sleep disturbances, panic attacks or


depression, especially when additional risk factors, such as an increased sensibility towards


noise, or strong expectations about the harmfulness of IS are present. Also, while in this discus-


sion, we put a strong emphasize on the physiological implications of prolonged IS exposure, it


would also be interesting to see, whether our rsfMRI paradigm could be used to relate IS-


induced changes of global-brain states and changes in the experiental domain.


Conclusion


To our knowledge, this study is the first to document changes of brain activity across several


regions in response to prolonged near-threshold IS using fMRI. ReHo analysis revealed higher


local connectivity of rSTG, ACC and the rAmyg only when IS was administered near the hear-


ing threshold and ICA showed that effects can also be found on the inter-regional level. On the


one hand, these results seem to support the hypothesis that (sub-)liminal IS can exert an influ-


ence on the organism via a subconscious processing route (which supposedly involves outer


hair cell-mediated signal transduction). On the other hand, though clearly audible, prolonged


stimulation with IS above the hearing threshold did not lead to changes of brain activity,


which could indicate that the signal processed along the conscious hearing route may have


been attenuated in a top-down fashion via attentional mechanisms. Also, since the brain’s


response to prolonged near-threshold IS involves the activation of brains areas, which are


known to play a crucial role in emotional and autonomic control, a potential link between IS-


induced changes of brain activity and the emergence of various physiological as well as psycho-


logical health effects can be established. Transient upregulation of these brain areas in response


to below- or near threshold IS may thus reflect an initial stress response of the body, eventually


promoting symptom formation as stimulation occurs repeatedly and additional risk factor


come into play. Nevertheless, further research, in particular longitudinal exposure research, is


needed in order sustantiate these findings and contribute to a better understand of IS-related


health effects.
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